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Memory reliability has been a major design constraint for mission-

critical and large-scale systems for many years. Continued innovation is still

necessary because the rate of faults, and the errors they lead to, grows with

system size and because some faults become more likely as fabrication technol-

ogy advances. Furthermore, recent field studies have shown that more severe

permanent/intermittent and multi-bit faults are roughly as frequent as single-

bit and transient ones. Therefore, strong error checking and correcting (ECC)

schemes that can correct multi-bit errors have been developed and are in use.

However, using ECC to correct the numerous recurring errors from per-

manent faults forces trading off cost, performance, and reliability. Firstly, a

permanent fault is likely to result in numerous erroneous accesses, each re-

quiring possibly high correction overhead. Secondly, once redundancy is used
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for correction, further errors may go uncorrected leading to data loss, which

called detected uncorrectable error (DUE), or worse, go undetected and result

in silent data corruption (SDC). Strong ECC can then be used to tolerate more

errors, but at higher overhead. The straightforward solution to addressing this

issue of repeated costly corrections and reduced coverage is to replace faulty

memory devices, however, doing so is expensive, and requires either increased

system down time or increased storage and bandwidth overheads. An econom-

ical alternative is to retire and possibly remap just the faulty memory regions.

The existing retirement techniques, however, either require sophisticated soft-

ware support, impact capacity, reliability, and/or performance, or introduce

additional storage and hardware structures.

Implementing a strong ECC such as Single Device Data Correction

(SDDC) ECC (or chipkill-level ECC) is typically expensive in terms of storage

and complexity. It is even challenging to implement a SDDC level ECC in

emerging high bandwidth memories such as HBM2. This is because a single

ECC codeword is transferred from one memory device in HBM2 for instance,

and thus simply adding a redundant device results in high overhead in stor-

age, energy, and bandwidth. Such wide data width memories are, however,

widely used in graphics processing units (GPUs) and Intel’s Xeon Phi pro-

cessors (e.g. Knight Landing [47]) to exploit high memory bandwidth. As

GPUs are popular to build large scale high performance systems, improving

resilience of GPU memory systems has been an important issue, but the cur-

rent GPU memory ECC is limited to single-bit error correction double-bit error

ix



detection (SECDED). To improve GPU memory resilience further, therefore,

multiple techniques are coordinated. One interesting addition is to use a soft-

ware driven memory repair technique, which retires affected pages with virtual

memory support. This approach reduces the risk of uncorrected or even unde-

tected memory errors in the future. However, it can be unsafe to avoid a DUE

because the underlying ECC code is weak. Therefore, it needs to proactively

retire susceptible memory blocks to avoid the potential threat of a system

failure in the future.

In this dissertation, I develop strong, and low-cost memory fault toler-

ance mechanisms that improve both system resilience and availability without

wasting resources, increasing memory access complexity, and compromising

the fault tolerance of existing resilience schemes. I first identify two interest-

ing characteristics of DRAM failures in the field. First, permanent faults are as

frequent as transient faults. Second, most faults affect small memory regions.

Based on such analysis of DRAM failure patterns, I propose and evaluate two

novel hardware-only memory repair mechanisms that improve memory sys-

tem reliability significantly without compromising performance and increasing

overhead.

I also develop a strong, low-cost GPU memory fault tolerance mecha-

nism based on three insights. First, ECC for GPUs should not interfere with

the high-bandwidth DRAM system that uses possibly just one DRAM device

for each data access. The second insight is that the way in which GPUs are

used as accelerators offers unique opportunities to tolerate even severe mem-

x



ory errors without relying on SDDC ECC. The third insight is that nearly all

permanent memory faults can be repaired with low overhead techniques. Ac-

cording to these observations, I propose and evaluate a multi-tier, strong GPU

memory fault tolerance mechanism where the techniques at each level closely

work together to significantly improve accelerator memory system resilience

with low overhead.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Memory reliability has been a major design constraint for mission-

critical and large-scale systems for many years. Continued innovation is still

necessary because the rate of faults, and the errors they lead to, grows with

system size [133, 134, 43, 126, 132, 23] and because some faults become more

likely as fabrication technology advances [102, 39, 81, 142, 152, 131]. Further-

more, recent field studies have shown that more severe permanent/intermittent

and multi-bit faults are roughly as frequent as single-bit and transient

ones [133, 134, 43, 126, 132]. Therefore, strong error checking and correct-

ing (ECC) schemes that can correct multi-bit errors have been developed and

are in use.

However, using ECC to correct the numerous recurring errors from

permanent faults forces trading off cost, performance, and reliability. Firstly,

a permanent fault is likely to result in numerous erroneous accesses, each

requiring possibly high correction overhead. Secondly, once redundancy is

used for correction, further errors may go uncorrected leading to data loss,

which is called detected uncorrectable error (DUE), or worse, go undetected

and result in silent data corruption (SDC). Strong ECC can be used to tolerate
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more errors, but at higher overhead.

The straightforward solution to addressing this issue of repeated costly

corrections and reduced coverage is to replace faulty memory devices, however,

doing so is expensive, especially when the faulty memory device is integrated

with a processor [62, 44], and requires either increased system down time or

increased storage and bandwidth overheads [38, 46, 52]. An economical alter-

native is to retire and possibly remap just the faulty memory regions. The

existing retirment techniques, however, either require sophisticated software

support, impact capacity, reliability, and/or performance, or introduce addi-

tional storage and hardware structures.

Implementing a strong ECC such as Single Device Data Correction

(SDDC) ECC (or chipkill-level ECC) is typically expensive in terms of storage

and complexity. It is even challenging to implement a SDDC level ECC in

emerging high bandwidth memories such as HBM2. This is because a single

ECC codeword is transferred from one memory device in HBM2 for instance,

and thus simply adding a redundant device results in high overhead in stor-

age, energy, and bandwidth. Such wide data width memories are, however,

widely used in graphics processing units (GPUs) and Intel’s Xeon Phi pro-

cessors (e.g. Knight Landing [47]) to exploit high memory bandwidth. As

GPUs are popular to build high performance parallel computing systems, im-

proving resilience of GPU memory systems has been an important issue, but

the current GPU memory ECC is limited to single-bit error correction double-

bit error detection (SECDED). To improve GPU memory resilience further,
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therefore, multiple techniques are coordinated. One interesting addition is to

use a software driven memory repair technique, which retires affected pages

with virtual memory support. This approach reduces the risk of uncorrected

or even undetected memory errors in the future. However, it can be unsafe to

avoid a DUE because the underlying ECC code is weak. Therefore, it needs

to proactively retire susceptible memory blocks to avoid the potential threat

of a system failure in the future.

In this dissertation, I develop strong memory fault tolerance mecha-

nisms with low overhead that improve both system resilience and availability

without wasting resources, increasing memory access complexity, and compro-

mising the fault tolerance of existing resilience schemes. I first identify two

interesting characteristics of DRAM failures in the field. First, permanent

faults are as frequent as transient faults. Second, most faults affect small

memory regions. Based on such analysis of DRAM failure patterns, I pro-

pose and evaluate two novel hardware-only memory repair mechanisms that

improve memory system reliability significantly without compromising perfor-

mance and increasing overhead.

I also develop a low-cost strong GPU memory fault tolerance mecha-

nism based on three insights. First, ECC for GPUs should not interfere with

the high-bandwidth DRAM system that uses possibly just one DRAM device

for each data access. The second insight is that the way in which GPUs are

used as accelerators offers unique opportunities to tolerate even severe mem-

ory errors without relying on SDDC ECC. The third insight is that nearly all

3



permanent memory faults can be repaired with low overhead techniques. Ac-

cording to these observations, I propose and evaluate a multi-tier, strong GPU

memory fault tolerance mechanism where the techniques at each level closely

work together to significantly improve accelerator memory system resilience

with low overhead.

1.1 Thesis Statement

Resilient memory systems can be designed to have low overhead by

balancing resilience, performance, and cost while exploiting microarchitectural

characteristics of the memory hierarchy in modern computing systems and

characteristics of the programming model.

1.2 Contributions

(1) I propose a hardware-only microarchitectural memory fault tolerance

mechanism, FreeFault , which retires faulty memory at a fine granular-

ity without impacting reliability and with minimal impact on cost, per-

formance, and energy efficiency [77]. While memory failures are a serious

concern, per processor socket fault rates are still low and each fault mostly

affects a small region of memory. Instead of adding hardware, FreeFault

uses the existing last level cache (LLC) and binds a small amount of re-

tired memory to locked lines in the LLC. In this way, FreeFault achieves

near-free repair of the vast majority of faults. To enable truly hardware-

only memory repair operation, I also propose a hardware-only mechanism

4



for deciding when and which memory to retire.

(2) I propose RelaxFault that exploits knowledge about how common DRAM

faults map to physical addresses to significantly increase the range of faults

that can be effectively repaired [78]. FreeFault is appealing when faults

affect a small region of main memory, but there is some inefficiency in uti-

lizing LLC as repair storage. This inefficiency comes from the mismatch

between physical address and DRAM address, and it lowers the opportu-

nity to achieve higher repair coverage With RelaxFault, I introduce a new

access mode to the last level cache that is used exclusively for repair. This

mode uses a different mapping of physical addresses to cache locations

that utilizes the correlations of fault locations to coalesce many failed bits

into a small number of cachelines.

(3) I present FreeDMr that is a multi-tier GPU memory fault tolerance mech-

anism that provides strong GPU memory fault tolerance with low overhead

and which does not fundamentally interfere with GPU architectural and

design principles. FreeDMr has three main components: an ECC for de-

tecting errors and tolerating a subset of memory faults, a low-overhead

GPU-level recovery scheme that re-executes kernels in which an uncor-

rectable memory error is detected, and a mechanism that effectively re-

pairs permanent faulty memory in most cases to keep error rates low. I

evaluate FreeDMr with ECC codes that are readily implementable within

5



a single channel of HBM21 and compare SECDED and an (36, 32) Reed-

Solomon (RS) code with 8-bit symbols. I show that both codes have

negligible SDC-risk in the context of GPU execution. The protection of

the RS code is superior as it practically eliminates all SDCs and is also

able to reduce the observed effective memory fault rate by 88% compared

to SECDED. FreeDMr achieves low-cost kernel re-execution by utilizing

CPU memory as redundant memory. The CPU copy is kept up to date

with low cost because the GPU-to-CPU channel is not currently heavily

utilized. Re-execution overhead is low because the execution time of an

individual kernel is short and the volume of data each kernel writes is

small.

1.3 Dissertation Organization

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows: Section 2 provides

background on memory system organization, previous memory failure studies,

and various ECC codes used in main memory, Section 3 details two hardware-

only low-cost memory fault tolerance mechanisms that use a microarchitectural

approach, Section 4 explains low-cost, strong GPU memory fault tolerance

mechanism, and Section 5 concludes this dissertation.

1HBM2 memories are adopted to multiple high-end GPUs such as NVIDIA Pascal P100
GPU [109] and AMD Fiji GPU [3].
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 DRAM System Fundamentals

Many different module designs and interfaces are possible, includ-

ing currently common DIMMs of DDR3/4 [58, 60] or directly-soldered

GDDR5/5X or LPDDR3/4 devices [61, 66, 59, 63] and evolving designs such

as WideIO2 [64], HMC [44], and HBM1/2 [62, 65]. From the perspective

of the proposed memory repair architectures, all of these designs are almost

equivalent because all inherently use the same device organization.

Figure 2.1a illustrates a simplified organization of a typical dual in-line

memory module (DIMM) based DRAM system [57, 10, 75]. The processor

connects to memories via one or more channels, each of which is attached to

a dedicated memory controller. Each channel typically includes independent

control and data paths, with control information consisting of select, com-

mand, address, and mask signals.

Each channel consists of one or more ranks where each rank is a group

of multiple memory devices (DRAM chips) that are controlled in unison. Each

device sends or receives data on its own dedicated data path within a rank. All

ranks in a channel share the control and data buses, such that only a single
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rank is selected for control and data transfer at any given time. Different

commands can be sent to the different ranks by interleaving them in time.

Internally, each DRAM device contains multiple, typically 8 or 16

independently-controlled banks. Banks share the device pins and are con-

trolled and access the datapath in a time interleaved manner. Physically, each

bank is comprised of shared peripheral circuits and a large number of 2D ar-

rays of data bits called mats (or tiles) (e.g., ∼ 4, 096 mats in an 8-bank 8Gib

DRAM device). Mat size varies across vendors and is typically reported to

be a collection of 512 × 512 bits. Each cell in a mat is located with a row

and column address (or index) respectively, with a set of wordline and bitline

drivers and sense amplifiers [10, 75]. These mats are introduced to constrain

the resistance and the capacitance of the wires and thus improve efficiency

and latency as DRAM capacity increases. Wordlines and bitlines are now also

implemented with a hierarchical structure for the same reason. The address

decoders within each bank occupy significant area and are hierarchical. Part

of the address decoding is done at the bank level (pre-decoder) with additional

decoding performed at the mat level. To minimize internal routing, each mat

is connected to an independent set of device output data pins (DQs) and mul-

tiple DQs are used for each transfer – the device interface width is typically

4–128 bits wide. Within a bank, a column is the minimum addressable granu-

larity in each DRAM device and is equal to the interface width multiplied by

the DRAM burst length; because the channel links run at a higher frequency

than the DRAM core, a single column specifies a sequence of transfers across

9



Parameter ×4 DDR4-2400 HBM2
Number of channels 1 or less per rank 8 per stack

Banks/channel 8 or 16
Data width/channel 64 128
ECC width/channel 8 16

DRAM page size 8 KiB 2 KiB
Burst length 8 2 or 4

I/O clock 1.2GHz DDR 1GHz DDR
Prefetch 8n 2n

Bandwidth 19.2GiB/s per module 256GiB/s per stack

Table 2.1: DDR4 vs. HBM2 memory comparison [60, 65].

the interface.

Stacked Memory. Figure 2.1b illustrates an example of HBM2 stacked

memory connected to a GPU via an interposer. While I use HBM2 as an ex-

ample, most of our explanation are also applicable to other stacked memories.

The internal organization of stacked memory is similar to that of conventional

2D memory. Each channel has its own dedicated control and data paths.

There are 8 or 16 independently controlled banks per channel. Each bank

consists of a large number of 2D arrays of data bits called mats (or tiles)

where each bit is accessed with a row and a column index. Banks share the

I/O and peripheral circuits. To minimize internal routing, a subset of mats is

connected to an independent set of device output data pins (DQs).

While the memory array and organization within a chip in stacked

memories are similar to that of 2D memories, the interface of memories like

HBM2 present important differences from those memory interfaces used in
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CPUs. The differences arise from the use of through-silicon vias (TSVs) to

integrate the memory and processor within the same package, from potentially

stacking multiple DRAM devices, and from the wider lower-frequency memory

channels connecting the memory stacks to the processor over the TSVs. For

this dissertation, I use the HBM2 specification [65] as representative. The

most pertinent characteristics of HBM2 in the context of this dissertaion are

as follows. First, each DQ is implemented with a dedicated TSV with no

buses being shared between DRAM devices [79]. Second, there are multiple

independent channels in each DRAM stack and each channel is comprised of a

single memory device (memory die) that provides 32B of data per access over

128 DQs; hence any memory transfer only accesses a single DRAM device.

Third, each channel has 16 DQs that can be used to access 32 redundant bits

per access for implementing ECC; the redundant bits are stored within each

DRAM device. Table 2.1 compares DDR4-2400 and HBM2 memories.

2.2 Memory Faults and Errors

A typical DRAM fault affects a particular structure within a device but

a single fault may affect a large number of DRAM locations. Prior DRAM

failure field studies have explored the relation between faults and the affected

memory regions, which may be sets of bits, rows, or columns within a mat or

bank, sets of mats within a bank or device, sets of banks within a device or

rank, and so forth [133, 134, 70, 132].

A particular fault can also be classified based on whether it persists
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across multiple accesses or not and how likely it is to be active on any given

access; an active fault is a fault that affects the operation of the faulty compo-

nent, whereas an inactive fault may exist but does not change output during

a specific access. Faults that do not persist are known as soft faults or tran-

sient faults ; a soft fault in DRAM is active only once and can be repaired

with ECC when errors are correctable. Faults that persist and may be active

at any time after they occur are known as hard faults or permanent faults.

Hard faults may be further classified as hard-intermittent (also referred to as

intermittent faults) or hard-permanent (also referred to as just hard or just

permanent faults). Hard-intermittent faults are the faults that always exist

after they occur, but are not always active. These faults only impact the op-

eration of the faulty DRAM some of the time. Hard-permanent faults, on the

other hand, impact the DRAM for the vast majority of accesses to a faulty

structure. The relative rates at which hard-intermittent and hard-permanent

faults occur and also the rate at which hard-intermittent faults are activated

are not well studied, or at least published. Recently published field studies

used systems with aggressive coarse-grained retirement policies, thus removing

faults from further measurement [133, 134, 132, 23].

Figure 2.2 represents Failure in Time (FIT) rate of one DDR2-based

supercomputer, Jaguar at Oak Ridge National Lab [133], and two DDR3-

based supercomputer systems, which are Cielo at Los Alamos National Labo-

ratory [134, 132] and Hopper at the NERSC center at Lawrence Berkeley Na-

tional Laboratory [132]. These studies show that the total rate of hard faults
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Figure 2.2: Memory fault rate of DDR2-/3-based large scale systems [133, 134,
132] (FIT/device). Faults are mostly occurred within a single bank and faults
affecting multiple rows/columns are likely permanent.

is roughly 13 − 50 FIT/device and soft fault rate is similar or even smaller

than that at roughly 10 − 20 FIT/device. Hence, a new hard-intermittent or

hard-permanent fault in a specific DDR3 DRAM device occurs roughly once

every 5, 700 years of operation. While this rate sounds small, a modern large

system contains millions of DRAM devices, for example 3.6 millions of DRAM

devices in Blue Waters [23], so a new fault may occur once every 3 hours or so.

Studies also indicate that the activation rate of hard-intermittent faults varies

over a wide range with some faults likely to be activated only roughly once per

month whereas others may occur once per hour or even more frequently. Note

that even a low rate such as once a month is still many orders of magnitude

greater than the expected rate of new faults occurring on the same device.

Also a hard-permanent fault likely leads to a very high error rate if it affects

a DRAM region that is accessed frequently [126].
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2.3 Memory Protection and ECC

Resilience is of greater concern as technology scales and system

component-count grows. Unprotected memories are one of the major sources

of system failure and large-scale systems therefore utilize strong ECC mecha-

nisms such as Redundant Bit-Steering, Chipkill-correct (IBM) [38, 46, 22, 45],

Extended ECC (Oracle) [113], Chipspare (HP) [40], and Single Device Data

Correction (SDDC) or Single/Double Device Data Correction (SDDC/DDDC)

(Intel/AMD) [52, 2]. However, accessing memory data that requires correc-

tion with those strong ECCs incurs power and latency overhead [4, 86]. Fur-

thermore, it is even harder to implement such ECC techniques in recently-

introduced wide I/O memories including 3D stacked memories such as

HBM2 [65] and HMC [44] because of the higher cost to add redundant de-

vices, wider interfaces, and new fault modes.
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Chapter 3

Hardware-only and Nearly Free Resilience

Memory Systems

Memory reliability has been a major design constraint for mission-

critical and large-scale systems for many years. Despite this history, two

important trends highlight the need for continued innovation in addressing

this important problem. The first trend is the increasing severity of mem-

ory faults and error rates, with the rates of memory errors that affect a large

number of bits and permanent faults being on par with the rates of single-bit

errors and transient faults, respectively [133, 134, 43, 126]. The second trend,

which follows from the first, is that once a permanent fault occurs, a decision

needs to be made about trading off cost, performance, and reliability. The

two main reasons a tradeoff is necessary are that: (1) a permanent fault is

likely to result in numerous erroneous accesses, each requiring possibly high

correction overhead; and (2) once redundancy is used for correction, further

errors may go uncorrected leading to data loss, or worse, go undetected and

result in silent data corruption – stronger codes can tolerate more errors, but

have higher overhead.

The straightforward solution to addressing this issue of repeated costly
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corrections and reduced coverage is to replace faulty memory devices, however,

doing so is expensive. An economical alternative is to retire and possibly remap

just the faulty memory regions as summarized in Section 3.3. Previously-

proposed retirement techniques are able to better balance reliability and cost

than naive solutions, but are not ideal. These existing techniques either re-

quire sophisticated software support, impact capacity, reliability, and/or per-

formance, or introduce additional storage and hardware structures.

In this chapter, I describe two novel microarchitectural approaches that

improve memory system resilience with nearly zero cost of performance, en-

ergy, and storage.

3.1 Microarchitectural Approach to Transparently Re-
pair Memory System (FreeFault)

The first memory repair mechanism is FreeFault , which is a hardware-

only microarchitecture that can retire memory at a very fine granularity with

no software support, without impacting reliability, and with minimal impact

on cost, performance, and energy efficiency. Instead of adding hardware,

FreeFault uses the existing last-level cache (LLC) and binds a small amount

of retired memory to locked lines in the LLC. In this way, we achieve near-

free repair because we repurpose existing microarchitecture mechanisms while

introducing no additional memory access latency for retired memory. Our eval-

uation demonstrates that the vast majority of faults can be repaired with only

a small fraction of LLC capacity sacrificed for remapping retired memory lead-
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ing to negligible performance impact. Hence, trading off existing SRAM for

faulty DRAM is an attractive additional mechanism in the memory resilience

toolkit; FreeFault complements other techniques with negligible hardware cost.

An important advantage of FreeFault is that it requires no software

intervention and can be dynamically applied to a running system. To enable

this truly hardware-only operation, I propose and evaluate a hardware-only

mechanism for deciding when and which memory to retire. Given the low per-

formance impact, no reliability impact, and hardware-only fine-grained repair,

I discuss how FreeFault fits within a broader resilience and high-availability

scheme and serves to handle the vast majority of faults transparently and

cheaply before requiring higher-level mechanisms to intervene. The following

section details the FreeFault architecture and associated tradeoffs.

Main Contributions of FreeFault.

(1) FreeFault is able to transparently hide (without impacting reliability or

performance) the majority of expected memory faults in both integrated

on-package and traditional off-package memory (8 8-layer stacks per pack-

age and 8 8-chip DIMMs per socket). About 60% of sockets with faults

can be transparently repaired with no measurable impact on performance.

(2) FreeFault is able to tradeoff minor performance degradation for increased

repair coverage. Nearly 90% of on-package faults and 85% of off-package

faults can be hidden entirely in the microarchitecture of a running sys-

tem with only a 1% average performance degradation (8.2% maximum)
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observed in our experiments.

(3) FreeFault can be implemented with negligible changes to the microarchi-

tecture (depending on how coherence is implemented) and be dynamically

applied to a running system. This is in contrast to alternatives that add

hardware, increase memory latency, and/or require significant changes to

system software and system operation.

(4) FreeFault may include a low-cost microarchitectural mechanism for iden-

tifying and tracking retirement candidates with no software support. This

structure also leverages the LLC and adds no additional storage on the pro-

cessor; it may be assisted by a small amount (< 68KiB) of BIOS-managed

FLASH memory.

(5) FreeFault complements other resilience scheme and reduces the reliance

on frequent ECC corrections that reduce performance, pushes out the

need for making reliability and capacity tradeoffs required when retiring

memory devices or channels, and eliminates the requirements for software

modifications of frame-level retirement.

3.1.1 FreeFault Memory Repair Architecture

FreeFault follows the straightforward design and operation of a re-

tire/remap repair mechanism, but uniquely utilizes microarchitectural features

that already exist in current high-end CPUs. Figure 3.1 illustrates how the

main components of FreeFault are organized and used to repair faulty memory
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(DRAM) locations:1

(1) First, each memory access determines whether it should use DRAM or has

been retired and remapped to alternative storage.

(2) Second, retired addresses query a remapping table to locate their data for

completing the memory requests from the processor. Alternatively, ad-

dresses that are not retired proceed to request data directly from DRAM.

Note that in the FreeFault design, these first two steps are combined as

part of a regular LLC lookup.

(3) Third, in addition to the regular error-handling flow of the processor (e.g.,

correction with an ECC code), requests from DRAM that report an error

are registered with a mechanism that identifies candidates for repair.

(4) Fourth, once a DRAM location is determined to have a permanent fault, it

is either retired and remapped to alternative storage or the fault is exposed

to system software for other types of more coarse-grained retirement or

repair.

Figure 3.1 also shows how FreeFault realizes this flow with a very low-

cost microarchitecture. The alternative storage, retirement check, and remap-

ping are all performed within an essentially unmodified LLC of a processor

cache hierarchy (Section 3.1.1.1). A retired DRAM location is simply always

an LLC hit whereas an unretired DRAM location uses the cache normally and

may either hit in the cache or miss and access DRAM. I propose to implement

1For clarity I use the term DRAM to refer to memory that may require repair, however
FreeFault can be used with other memory types.
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Figure 3.1: FreeFault augments memory controller with MeET, coherency
logic, and scrubber (not shown in this figure). MeET collects error events by
referencing the existing machine check architecture (MCA) registers to decide
DRAM data block retirement. MeET also can invoke hardware scrubber to
determine a fault mode. Modified cache coherence logic prevents from evicting
locked cacheline, and enables valid data always resides in at least one of LLCs
in a system (mostly in a locked cacheline, but not necessarily). Dashed lines
show the data/control flow when the loaded data has correctable errors.

a hardware memory error tracker (MeET) that can track memory errors and

identify DRAM regions that are candidates for replacement without relying

on system software (Section 3.1.1.2). At the end of this section I show that

the hardware overheads of FreeFault are negligible and evaluate FreeFault’s

impact on performance and reliability in later sections.

In this work, I argue that counter-intuitively, trading off a fraction of the

LLC for avoiding DRAM faults provides a beneficial overall tradeoff. This is

because FreeFault enhances resilience with minimum cost by utilizing already
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Figure 3.2: Performance vs. LLC size on real systems: two Nehalem proces-
sors, an Intel Xeon E5520 [49] and an E5620 [51], which have 8MiB and 12MiB
LLCs respectively. Both processors have 4 cores, running at 2.26/2.4GHz of
baseline frequency and 2.4/2.53GHz of boosted frequency for the E5520 and
the E5620 respectively. Considering E5620 runs in 5–6% higher frequency,
performance impact from reduced LLC capacity by 33% is very small. Perfor-
mance is measured with selected memory intensive benchmarks and 2 compute
intensive workloads (401.bzip2 and 458.sjeng) from SPEC CPU2006 bench-
mark suite (libq: 462.libquantum, omnet: 471.omnetpp).

available SRAM (LLC) resources and microarchitecture components instead

of adding hardware. Because FreeFault helps lower the strength of required

ECC, it also provides an interesting tradeoff between reduced LLC capacity

and achievable performance benefit. I do not claim that this solution is appro-

priate in all scenarios and that reducing LLC capacity by a significant amount

always has a small impact on performance. However, our experiments confirm

results reported by others that large LLCs are not utilized very efficiently and

performance is not very sensitive to small relative capacity reduction [6, 154]

(Figure 3.2).

More importantly, as discussed in Section 3.1.3, I demonstrate that

the vast majority of processors that actually experience faults only require a

small number of LLC lines for repair and the impact on performance with

highly-associative LLCs is quite small.
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3.1.1.1 FreeFault Cache Hierarchy

FreeFault leverages the associative mechanisms of the cache hierarchy,

which already map DRAM addresses to alternative storage for performance,

for the resilience mechanism of retirement-based repair. When a DRAM region

is identified for retirement (Section 3.1.1.2), FreeFault locks the cache lines as-

sociated with the retired physical addresses in the LLC. Caches of high-end

processors typically already support locking lines within the cache hierarchy

using cache-control instructions in the ISA [53, 118]. FreeFault can even po-

tentially use these same instructions, or simple variants of them, from within

firmware or microcode. The modifications needed for FreeFault are associated

with preventing the eviction of FreeFault-locked lines, the handling of DMA

operations, uncached accesses, and other aspects of coherence, and maintain-

ing the retirement information across reboots. Note that FreeFault can be

used online without software support and no system-software or application

modifications are necessary.

Locked cache lines. A DRAM region that has been retired with FreeFault

must never be evicted from the cache hierarchy (with the exception of shifting

to another coarser-grained resilience technique, which must involve software).

Therefore, care must be taken to: (1) not allow any software to unlock a block

that represents retired DRAM because FreeFault locking impacts correctness

and is not a performance optimization; (2) not evict locked lines for coherence

and DMA accesses (discussed in the next sections).

The first constraint of not allowing software eviction can be easily
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Figure 3.3: Fault coverage vs. the maximum number of ways locked in any
set in the cache. The number of ways locked varies across sets (and runs).
The x axis represents the number in the set with the most locked ways for
achieving the repair coverage reported on the y axis. The results are for the
system described in Section 3.1.2 with 1x FIT rate after 6 years of operation;
with full repair of the 128GiB on-package DRAM, 73% of faults are repaired
with no more than a single way locked in any set. (FF: FreeFault)

achieved by adding a state to each cacheline tag that indicates whether

FreeFault or software locked the line. This requires at most one additional

bit in each tag and can also be achieved with a small bloom filter that tracks

cachelines locked by FreeFault. I propose to use an even lower-cost mechanism

by designating a subset of cache ways to not allow software locking/unlocking.

The cache ways would not be dedicated to retirement, which significantly de-

creases cache capacity; rather the way would be dedicated to locking control

by FreeFault to satisfy the strong locking requirement. I expect retired lines

to be balanced well across sets because only a fraction of the LLC is used
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by FreeFault (see Section 3.1.3), because independent fault locations are ran-

dom, and because XOR-based address hashing is usually used in the memory

system [155, 34] (Figure 3.3).

Coherence. Hardware cache coherence may need to be modified in a very

small way. FreeFault requires a retired line to always be in some cache, thus

the primary objective is not to allow eviction of FreeFault-locked cachelines.

In a single socket multi-processor in which all cores share a single LLC, this

is trivial. Multi-socket multiprocessors, however, require a minor modification

to the coherence protocol. Similarly to previously proposed coherence proto-

cols supporting locked cachelines [120, 15, 35], FreeFault adds two coherence

states, which are Locked Invalid and Locked Valid. These additional states are

represented with the existing coherence state bits and the additional lock flag

bit.

When a processor (CPUA) has a Locked Valid cacheline corresponding

to faulty memory under its control (accessed through its socket) receives an

invalidation signal (or snoop request) from another processor (CPUB), CPUA

invalidates the data but maintains the locked flag, thus putting the cacheline

in the Locked invalid state (instead of the conventional Invalid state). The

replacement policy is then modified to not evict locked lines even when they are

invalid. Data can now be supplied by the cache of CPUB or CPUA recaptures

the data into its cache on a writeback from CPUB. Thus, the retired memory

address is always serviced within the cache hierarchy.

DMA and Uncached Accesses. DMA read and write requests must be
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satisfied by the locked line in the cache rather than memory. Because DMA

engines also use the data bus/interconnect to exchange data between different

modules, the LLC monitors the data bus/interconnect and provides the data

if it has the up-to-date or locked data (either by snooping at the cache or

the directory slice). This is similar to the cacheline invalidation for external

memory update mechanism presented by Rahman et al. [120]. Depending on

the processor implementation, this may in fact already be how DMA requests

are handled. Even if DMAs are handled through invalidation, the modification

to this snooping mechanism are straightforward.

In some systems, it is possible to make uncached accesses that bypass

the cache hierarchy. While uncached accesses may have multiple uses, they

are fundamentally similar to DMA accesses in that they originate from clients

on the bus/interconnection network. Hence, uncached accesses can be han-

dled using the same mechanisms and protocols as described above for DMA

accesses.

Maintaining Retirement Information. Ideally, the information on which

memory regions require locking will be stored in non-volatile memory available

to the FreeFault firmware. When a DRAM region is first retired, FreeFault

would register the region to a retirement table in the non-volatile memory.

Based on the analysis presented later, I expect this table to have at most 16K

entries, each storing a retired physical cache line address (roughly 34 bits per

entry in today’s systems). Current firmware typically contains more FLASH

memory in the chipset than the required 68KiB. For example, a typical Unified
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Extensible Firmware Interface (UEFI) chipset has 8MiB of FLASH [145].

If non-volatile storage is not available, it is possible to allow cache lines

to experience an error and be dynamically “re-retired” by FreeFault. This re-

retirement may be done during the boot sequence or even at runtime. During

boot, a memory test can be run. If such a test is too expensive, faults can

be dynamically identified as errors reoccur. Although these approaches avoid

non-volatile storage, there is a risk that an uncorrectable error that could have

been prevented with retirement from a persistent table during boot will occur.

3.1.1.2 Memory Error Tracking

A key aspect of retirement-based repair is identifying DRAM regions

that are candidates for retirement. I design a hardware memory error tracker

(MeET) based on the insights about memory faults summarized in Section 2.2.

Specifically, I account for the fact that per-DRAM device fault rates are very

low, the fact that most faults affect a fairly small number of cacheline-sized

regions of DRAM, and the fact that many hard-intermittent errors are difficult

to differentiate from soft errors. While I can design fairly complex hardware

mechanisms that can differentiate between soft and hard-intermittent errors

with high likelihood, I argue below that such a distinction will rarely, if at

all, impact the benefits of FreeFault. Instead, the goals of MeET are to en-

able policies for managing reliability/performance tradeoffs with a very rough

estimate of fault type. Figure 3.4 illustrates how MeET achieves this goal.

As with the retirement/repair mechanism of FreeFault, MeET utilizes
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Figure 3.4: FreeFault operation flow. When ECC detects errors, the cacheline
associated with the error is marked as FreeFault (FF) locked. If error events
happens more than some threshold count within a single scrubbing period,
MeET invokes the hardware scrubber to detect if a coarse-grained fault oc-
curred. After scrubbing, FF locked lines may be unlocked if MeET decides a
soft fault was likely.
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and slightly augments structures that already exist within the memory hier-

archy, specifically, the LLC and the hardware memory scrubber [124]. The

scrubber periodically (typically once every few hours) cycles through all of

memory performing ECC corrections of errors caused by soft faults and pos-

sibly by infrequent hard-intermittent faults. MeET augments the scrubber

to monitor the severity of faults in DRAM locations retired with FreeFault

and uses the LLC to track fault state. Similar non-scheduled scrubbing

features are already supported in modern high-end processors, for example,

demand/patrol scrubbing (Intel), redirect scrubbing (AMD), or on-demand

scrubbing (NVIDIA) [50, 2].

MeET interacts with the processor’s reliability infrastructure to identify

erroneous transfers from DRAM. When an error is detected, MeET decides

whether to retire and repair the corresponding DRAM location based on the

state and number of previously retired DRAM locations. The baseline policy

is to aggressively retire DRAM as long as performance impact is small. This is

because, when an error is first detected, it is impossible to determine whether

it is a result of a soft fault or an infrequently-activated hard-intermittent fault.

Because the fault rate per memory module is so low, MeET must only worry

about coarse-grained faults that impact a large number of DRAM locations

that span many cachelines.

There are two main tradeoffs associated with reducing the capacity

needed for FreeFault repair. The first has to do with whether faults are soft

and will not reoccur, or hard and require mitigation. The second aspect is
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whether ECC protection should be relied upon for correction, and retirement

only performed for faults potentially leading to uncorrectable errors.

While coarse-grained hard faults are indeed problematic, I wish to avoid

our aggressive retirement policy from requiring software intervention when a

coarse-grained soft fault occurs. In such cases, retired lines can be reused and

aggressive retirement was unnecessary. I observe that all retirement events as-

sociated with a soft fault must occur within a single scrubbing interval. This

is because scrubbing essentially repairs all soft faults.2 Therefore, I track the

number of retirement events within a single scrubbing period. Once this num-

ber exceeds a coarse-grained threshold I seek to determine if a coarse-grained

soft fault occurred. To do this, I invoke the hardware scrubber immediately in

a mode that attempts to do a quick read-correct-write-read test. If no errors

are reported during this test, the fault was very likely a soft fault. I then unre-

tire the DRAM locations that have been retired in the now-previous scrubbing

interval.

In keeping with FreeFault low-cost approach, I propose to identify those

lines retired in the current/previous scrub interval using the same approach I

use to differentiate between FreeFault-locked lines and software-locked lines.

I reserve two ways for locking only by FreeFault (disallow software locking)

instead of just one. When a line is first locked, it is placed into Way1 indi-

2Some rare soft faults may affect DRAM control state that persists across scrub pe-
riods, however, I assume such faults are very rare and that it is therefore acceptable to
conservatively treat them as hard faults.
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cating it was locked in the current scrubbing interval. After MeET confirms

retirement during scrubbing, retired lines are moved to Way0.

Because it is possible the errors were due to a hard-intermittent fault,

I also record the coarse-grained fault event with a sticky bit associated with

the memory module. If a second coarse-grained event is observed in the same

module I conservatively assume that both events were due to the same coarse-

grained fault. Using the Birthday Paradox, I estimate the rate of two coarse-

grained soft faults occurring at the same module to be less than once every

1 year per million DRAM devices. Note that invoking the scrubber in the

proposed way will introduce a multi-second disruption to memory traffic on the

memory channel, but such coarse-grained faults are rare and are expected to

occur not more than once every several weeks on even the largest installations

that have millions of memory devices.

Higher-level support for FreeFault. As FreeFault retires cachelines, per-

formance degradation may become unacceptable. While I discuss the microar-

chitecture aspects of FreeFault, FreeFault is not intended as hardware-only

solution for all fault types. Instead, I offer a new tradeoff opportunity to re-

duce the need for software approaches (or retirement) for the vast majority of

processors. I argue that FreeFault can be used along with SW approach to

enhance efficiency.

While coarse-grained events may lead to many retirements within a sin-

gle scrubbing interval, coarse-grained hard-intermittent faults may also create

new cacheline-sized retirement over a long period of time. This accumulat-
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ing effect may also lead to performance degradation if FreeFault locks a large

enough capacity of the LLC. In such cases another potential tradeoff is between

reliability and coverage. FreeFault may be configured to only retire DRAM lo-

cations once they lead to an uncorrected error. Thus, less severe faults will not

consume LLC capacity and will instead rely on ECC for correction. However,

this may increase the number of ECC correction events reducing performance

in a different way or degrade reliability because protection capability is com-

promised by the faulty component. Thus, this configuration must be done

carefully and only for installations that can tolerate this loss of reliability and

that may require coarser-grained retirement because of performance degrada-

tion.

3.1.2 Methodology

The primary objective of FreeFault is to provide very low-overhead

resilience while simultaneously maintaining performance, DRAM capacity, and

DRAM reliability. I therefore evaluate the impact of FreeFault on three factors:

DRAM Capacity. I evaluate the impact of FreeFault repair by estimating

what fraction of nodes with DRAM faults can be repaired with different LLC

volumes locked for repair.

DRAM Reliability. To represent the reliability tradeoff, I evaluate the im-

pact on DRAM capacity of repairing any fault or just those faults that cannot

be corrected by ECC; the impact on performance and power can then be de-

rived.
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Figure 3.5: Block diagram of the main memory fault and resilience simulator

Performance/Power. I evaluate performance by measuring the throughput

of an 8-core simulated processor under different assumptions of how much LLC

capacity is locked for FreeFault repair. I also evaluate DRAM power, which

may increase if more LLC cache misses occur.

3.1.2.1 Capacity and Reliability

I use a Monte Carlo fault-injection simulator of a processing node to

estimate the impact on DRAM capacity and reliability as illustrated in Fig-

ure 3.5. I use a set of independent fault processes, with each fault type on

each module and device following an independent Poisson process. I detail the

fault processes and their associated rates below. As faults accumulate over

a period of time (I simulate 1-year and 6-year scenarios), a greater fraction

of SRAM capacity must be dedicated for FreeFault repair as more DRAM

requires retirement. I report the expected fraction of faulty nodes that can

be handled with varying FreeFault LLC usage. Note that all the figures are

normalized to just those nodes that experienced any faults. I assume 8 stacks
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Fault mode Fault rate (1x) Fault rate (10x)
Single-bit 18.6 186
Single-row 8.2 82
Single-column 5.6 56
Single-bank 10 100
Multiple-bank 1.4 14

Table 3.1: Permanent fault rate of each DRAM device (FIT/device) [133]

(8 dies or devices per stack) of on-package memory and 8 DIMMs (each has 8

or more DRAM devices depends on ECC support) of off-package memory and

present results of the two configurations separately. I run 200 million Monte

Carlo experiments per scenario.

Reliability. For evaluating reliability, I explore two different retirement poli-

cies: retire on any fault and retire only on faults that can lead to uncorrectable

errors. Our baseline ECC is capable of correcting errors that impact an entire

device in the off-package scenario (i.e., chipkill [22]) and an entire mat in the

on-package scenario (i.e., mat-kill ECC [33]). For each module in the system at

each point in time in simulation, I decide which memory regions may result in

uncorrectable errors and report only those as requiring retirement. Note that

this methodology is likely conservative, because many such faults are unlikely

to interact in a way that causes uncorrectable errors.

Fault Model. For off-package memory, I use the fault model presented by

Sridharan and Liberty [133], which is based on a large-scale empirical study

of DDR2 memories. I do not use the model for DDR3 presented more re-

cently [134] because the earlier model provides additional detail that I use to
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Processor 8-core, single-threaded, 4GHz, x86 ISA, 4-way out-of-order
L1 I-caches 32KiB, private, 8-way, 64B cache line, 1-cycle, 5 fetch cycle
L1 D-caches 32KiB, private, 8-way, 64B cache line, 3-cycle
L2 caches 128KiB, private for instruction and data, 8-way

64B cache line, 8-cycle
L3 caches 8MiB shared, 32-way, 64B cache line, 30-cycle
Memory FR-FCFS scheduling [122], open page policy
controller channel/rank/bank interleaving

bank XOR hashing [155]
Main memory 2 channels, 2 ranks / channel, 8 banks / rank

All parameters from the Micron DDR3-1600 datasheet [98]

Table 3.2: Simulated system parameters

determine potentially uncorrectable errors. I also provide results based on a

10× higher fault rate, which I use as a proxy for potentially much higher fu-

ture error rates. While there is no model that I am aware of for future DRAM

technology fault rates, there is consensus that DRAM fault rates are much

more strongly related to the number of DRAM dies (chips/devices) than to

the number of DRAM bits [133, 134]. Table 4.2 summarizes the fault rate

used in this work.

I am also unaware of a detailed model of faults in on-package memories.

I believe the best estimate is the same model described above because DRAM

faults have been shown to be strongly correlated to DRAM-die counts and not

strongly correlated with DRAM technology nodes. To account for uncertainty,

I use the 10× greater fault-rate model as well. While better models should

be developed, I believe our conclusions are unlikely to fundamentally change

with greater model fidelity.
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3.1.2.2 Performance and Power Simulation

To understand the expected performance impact of using the LLC for

FreeFault repair, I measure execution throughput with MacSim [41], a cycle-

based x86 processor simulator. While FreeFault targets both on-package and

off-package memory, the impact of lower LLC capacity is likely to be greater

with slower off-package memory. I therefore configure the simulator with a

dual DDR3 memory channels. Table 3.2 summarizes the baseline system pa-

rameters for our performance evaluation. I explicitly mention changes to the

baseline configuration when reporting sensitivity study results. I reduce cache

capacity by randomly locking up to one way in each LLC set, or same number

of ways per set when requires reducing more than one way per set. As ex-

plained in Section 3.1.1, the existing XOR-based physical address interleaving

balances faults across sets and our random selection is realistic [34]. While I

did not run a large number of Monte Carlo experiments, I did verify that our

random selection did not result in outliers with respect to access frequency.

Performance. I use Weighted Speedup (WS) [130] as defined by Equa-

tion (3.1) as our performance metric. IPCalone
orig is the IPC when an application

is run alone in the baseline system with no LLC retirement. IPCreduced
new is the

IPC when running with other applications sharing LLC with various LLC

capacity reduction to locate retired data. I use misses per kilo-instruction

(MPKI) and DRAM power to analyze impact on the memory hierarchy.

WS =
N−1∑
i=0

IPCreduced
i,new

IPCalone
i,org

(3.1)
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Power. I estimate DRAM power with the number of different DRAM op-

erations (activate, precharge, read, and write) performed and the energy as-

sociated with each operation as detailed by Micron [97]. Note that DRAM

power is sufficient for our evaluation because, as I show in our results, the

performance impact of FreeFault is very small.

Workload Benchmark Input Description
BT C Block Tri-diagonal solver
CG C Conjugate Gradient
DC A Data Cube

NAS EP C Embarrassingly Parallel
parallel FT B Discrete 3D FFT
bench IS C Integer Sort

LU C Lower-Upper Gauss-Seidel solver
MG B Multi-Grid on a sequence of meshes
SP C Scalar Penta-diagonal solver
UA C Unstructured Adaptive mesh

Livermore Unstructured Lagrangian
Co-design LULESH 303

Explicit Shock Hydrodynamics

Table 3.3: Multi-threaded workloads

Workload Benchmarks
HIGH1 H1 lb, mi, so, li, lb, mi, so, li
HIGH2 H2 lb, mi, so, mc, lb, mi, so, mc
HIGH3 H3 lb, mi, mc, li, lb, mi, mc, li
HIGH4 H4 lb, mc, so, li, lb, mc, so, li
HIGH5 H5 mc, mi, so, li, mc, mi, so, li
MIX1 M1 lb, mi, so, li, mc, om, le, om
MIX2 M2 lb, mi, so, li, mc, om, le, le
LOW L1 le, om, le, om, le, om, le, om

COMPUTE C1 lb, mi, so, li, mc, le, sj, bz

Description
lb 470.lbm
mi 433.milc
so 450.soplex
li 462.libquantum

mc 429.mcf
le 437.leslie3d

om 471.omnetpp
sj 458.sjeng
bz 401.bzip2

Table 3.4: SPEC CPU2006 multi-programmed workloads composition
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Workloads. For our workloads I use both multi-threaded HPC-oriented

benchmarks [9, 27, 29, 83] and multi-programmed SPEC CPU2006-based

workloads [135]. Because we are concerned with the interactions with memory,

I choose mostly memory intensive benchmarks among the SPEC CPU2006

benchmark suite. I also run compute-intensive workloads and memory-

intensive workloads simultaneously to measure the impact of FreeFault in var-

ious scenarios. Table 3.3 and Table 3.4 summarize the benchmarks I use. In

Table 3.4, HIGHn, MIXn, and LOW have only memory intensive workloads

while COMPUTE includes compute-intensive workloads (bzip2 and sjeng).

Benchmarks in HIGHn exhibit a larger number of LLC misses, those in LOW

exhibit a moderate LLC miss rate and still stress memory to a degree, and

those in MIXn are a mix of HIGH and LOW benchmarks.

In each simulation, every application begins executing at a Sim-

Point [117], and simulation of all applications continues until the slowest appli-

cation (or core/thread in multi-threaded workloads) completes 200M instruc-

tions. I collect statistics from each application or core only for its first 200M

instructions, but keep executing all applications or cores to correctly simulate

contention for shared resources.

3.1.3 Evaluation Results

As explained earlier, I focus our evaluation on the potential impact on

performance and power of LLC capacity loss due to FreeFault repair, and the

required capacity for maintaining certain levels of DRAM reliability and repair
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coverage.

3.1.3.1 Capacity and Reliability

Figure 3.6 shows what fraction of nodes that experienced DRAM faults

(14% of nodes with the baseline fault rate) can be fully repaired as greater

LLC capacity is dedicated for FreeFault repair. In this experiment, any fault

leads to retirement and we do not rely on ECC corrections except for initial

repair. With even just a small ∼ 8KiB capacity hit to the LLC, FreeFault is

able to fully repair roughly 60% (60% for on-package, 58% for off-package) of

faulty nodes assuming the baseline fault rates (Figure 3.6a and Figure 3.6b).

Importantly, these repaired nodes have no degradation in reliability and no

degradation in performance due to ECC corrections. As I show later, with

such a small LLC capacity requirement, performance and power are also not

impacted. With greater LLC capacity of up to ∼ 768KiB, 89% of nodes

with on-package faults and 85% of nodes with off-package faults can be fully

repaired. Even at that level of LLC capacity decrease for FreeFault locking,

performance impact is small.

Nodes that cannot be repaired (11–15% of nodes based on above es-

timation) suffered coarse-grained failures that require many MiB of capacity

to repair and are not suitable for FreeFault, requiring higher-level mitigation.

The trends are similar for the 10× error rate experiments with slightly lower

repair coverage (Figure 3.6c and Figure 3.6d). Note that the graphs are nor-

malized to the number of nodes that experienced any fault, which are roughly
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Figure 3.6: Cumulative repair coverage vs. required LLC capacity for full
repair with no impact on reliability or regular ECC corrections. The fractions
of nodes having any retired data with on-/off-package DRAM are 14% and
77% for 1x and 10x baseline FIT respectively.
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77% of nodes with the 10× fault rates after 6 years of operation.

As explained in Section 3.1.1, FreeFault can improve its repair coverage

by relying on ECC to handle those faults that result in correctable errors. I

show the impact on repair coverage in Figure 3.7. At the baseline fault rate,

97%/78% of nodes can be restored with roughly 1.2MiB of the LLC dedicated

to FreeFault for nodes with faults in on-/off-package memory, respectively.

With the accelerated 10× fault rate, the trends are similar with slightly lower

coverage of 95%/72% for nodes with faults on/off-package respectively. The

higher fault rate also shows the impact of fault accumulation as a greater

number of nodes suffer coarse-grained faults after 6 years compared to at 1

year. Note that the underlying number of nodes (sockets) that require repair

is much smaller when relying on ECC as discussed in Section 3.1.1.2, which

explains the difference in coverage compared to the scenario where reliability

is not impacted.

3.1.3.2 Performance and Power

Repurposing a portion of the LLC for FreeFault increases the LLC

miss rate, which in turn, increases DRAM accesses and degrades performance

and power efficiency. I show the impact of this effect on system throughput

(weighted speedup) and LLC miss rates (MPKI) in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9

respectively. There are two main takeaways from our experiments. First,

nearly all workloads are very insensitive to small – mild reductions in LLC

capacity. Only two benchmarks showed performance variation of > 2% (EP
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Figure 3.7: Cumulative repair coverage vs. required LLC capacity for repair-
ing only faults that are not correctable by ECC. Relying on ECC lowers the
fraction of nodes having any retired data to 6% (1x FIT) and 45% (10x FIT)
for on-package memory, and 0.1% (1x FIT) and 1% (10x FIT) for off-package
memory.
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and LULESH). The EP NAS parallel benchmark is most impacted by cache

reduction because, by chance, its working set fits tightly within the baseline

cache size chosen. EP also suffers from significantly greater MPKI as more

capacity is devoted to repair, but its overall MPKI is not high and the impact

on DRAM behavior is small overall. Even EP does not suffer any measurable

degradation when only 8KiB are used for FreeFault, although this point is

already enough to fully repair roughly 60% of nodes and restore with ECC

corrections almost 42% of nodes. Thus, FreeFault delivers on our goal of no-

compromise repair for a majority of faults.

Figure 3.10 shows the impact of FreeFault on DRAM power, which cor-

responds almost directly to MPKI. The reason is that performance impact is

so small that the overall behavior of the application is unchanged. Further-

more, the only significantly-impacted application, EP, does not consume any

active DRAM power and is therefore a non-factor in this analysis. I do not

show overall system power because it is flat and energy efficiency correlates

perfectly with performance.

The results are even better with a larger LLC. Figure 3.11a shows that

with a larger LLC, all applications are essentially not impacted even when

1.5MiB of the LLC is used for retirement – a point that can fully repair 90% of

nodes and restore with ECC over 98% and 78% of nodes with on-/off-package

memory faults, respectively. Figure 3.11b shows FreeFault works even with a

smaller, 4MiB LLC because associativity is still high and FreeFault consumes a

small part of the LLC. Note that with the smaller case, the impact of FreeFault
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Figure 3.8: Performance comparison with various LLC capacity dedicated to
FreeFault in a system with the configuration shown in Table 4.4. Performance
is measured in Weighted Speedup.
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Figure 3.9: LLC MPKI comparison with various LLC capacity dedicated to
FreeFault in a system with the configuration shown in Table 4.4.
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Figure 3.10: DRAM dynamic power consumption with various amount of re-
tirement blocks while running multi-threaded applications (NPB and Lulesh)
in a machine with 8MiB LLC.
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Figure 3.11: Performance impact with 16MiB and 4MiB LLC. Both cases show
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on EP is small because its working set no longer fits in the baseline cache and

its absolute performance is lower (5.8 instead of 7.3).

Impact of ECC Corrections. While relying on ECC to correct the errors

of some faults improves repair coverage, corrections increase memory latency

and may decrease performance. Because the details of how chipkill correction

is performed are not discussed in detail by vendors, it is unclear what this

penalty is. Some research indicates that correction may take tens of cycles.

Thus, if corrections are frequent, the small performance degradation because of

FreeFault impact on LLC capacity may be dwarfed by that of ECC corrections.

Figure 3.12 plots the cumulative distribution of memory accesses services by a

certain (possibly non-contiguous) portion of DRAM. Many benchmarks show

that even a small < 2MiB region of memory may be responsible for a majority

of accesses. Thus in some unfortunate situations, ECC corrections that could

be avoided with FreeFault repair may be triggered on the majority of accesses.

Thus, without FreeFault, such nodes would be retired because of poor perfor-

mance. Of course, software can address such anomalies by remapping virtual

memory pages, but FreeFault achieves this entirely in the microarchitecture.

3.1.4 Summary

To conclude, I presented and demonstrated the potential of FreeFault as

another layer in the memory resilience scheme of a highly-reliable and highly-

available system. I show how FreeFault can be implemented with only mi-

nor modifications to current designs, with the most significant modifications
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Figure 3.12: Memory access frequencies per 8KiB block are measured with
PIN-tool [88]. Note that a graph on the right has 4 times bigger address
range. The applications shown in the left side presents very high data access
locality, so when those blocks are suffered from permanent faults the perfor-
mance impact becomes significant even if they are correctable. Workloads in
the right graph have relatively lower data locality, but in many cases, more
than 50% of DRAM accesses are serviced by less than 64 MiB memory region.
Simple retirement on those blocks greatly reduces performance degradation
due to data correction by ECC.
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amounting to ensuring DMA and other uncached accesses are snooped by the

coherence mechanisms of the LLC, while providing repair capabilities entirely

within the microarchitecture.

Our results show that FreeFault can be used to fully repair roughly 60%

of all faulty nodes assuming current fault rates with only an 8KiB reduction in

LLC capacity. In some scenarios, a larger fraction of the LLC may be locked

without impacting performance and this extra capacity (up to 768KiB total)

improves fault coverage to over 85% in general and roughly 90% of on-package

faults. This is done with essentially no impact on performance and absolutely

no impact on reliability and DRAM capacity. Furthermore, by sacrificing some

reliability and relying on ECC corrections (new faults may lead to undetected

errors), fault-repair coverage is increased to 97% and 78% of nodes with faults

in on- and off-package memory, respectively. Again, this is done transparently

and before software must be called upon to perform coarser-grained tradeoffs

between DRAM capacity, performance, and reliability.

Thus, I reach the surprising conclusion that FreeFault demonstrates

the counter-intuitive property of benefiting from trading off a small amount of

on-chip SRAM for repairing DRAM.
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3.2 Efficient Memory Repair Mechanism with a Repair-
Aware Address Mapping (RelaxFault)

FreeFault is appealing because it can repair the most common DRAM

faults without requiring changes in main memory interfaces, modules, and de-

vices and without requiring additional storage resources. FreeFault achieves

this by redirecting memory requests that target memory addresses with per-

manent faults to only access a processor’s last level cache (LLC). As long as

the number of remapped addresses is small, FreeFault incurs negligible per-

formance overhead because only a few cachelines are dynamically assigned for

DRAM repair. However, FreeFault consumes far more cache resources than

necessary, diminishing its effectiveness.

Overview of the Proposed Architecture. In this section, I introduce Re-

laxFault , which exploits knowledge about how common DRAM faults map to

physical addresses to significantly increase the range of faults that can be effec-

tively repaired. The main insight behind RelaxFault is that the vast majority

of DRAM faults affect only a small number of bits in a few (typically just one)

rows or columns of, typically a single DRAM device. However, the mapping

of physical addresses to DRAM locations, which aims to maximize perfor-

mance, spreads this small number of bits over many cache lines. FreeFault

utilizes cacheline locking to force accesses to faulty memory regions to only

touch the cache and avoid the faulty DRAM. Thus, the spreading effect causes

FreeFault to lock many cachelines for repair, which reduces hit rate, degrades
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performance and power efficiency, and limits repair coverage—the fraction of

faults that can be effectively repaired. With RelaxFault, I introduce a new

access mode to the last level cache that is used exclusively for repair. This

mode uses a different mapping of physical addresses to cache locations that

utilizes the correlations of fault locations to coalesce many failed bits into a

small number of cachelines.

I evaluate the effectiveness and overheads of RelaxFault and show that

assuming current observed fault rates, RelaxFault repairs 90% of nodes with

any permanent memory faults using at most 1 way in any LLC set and less

than 82KiB of the last level cache capacity (less than 1% of the capacity of

most current high-end processors). Even with a 10× fault rate, RelaxFault

still repairs 84% of nodes while requiring less than 93KiB capacity. To oper-

ate, RelaxFault requires just 16KiB of new storage to maintain its state and

a small amount of logic. Thus, RelaxFault has essentially no impact on per-

formance, but significant impact on reliability: RelaxFault reduces the rate

of detected uncorrectable errors (DUEs) and SDCs by 52% and 41%, respec-

tively. RelaxFault also significantly improves system availability and repairs

87% of the memory modules transparently, without system maintenance and

module replacement downtimes. RelaxFault repairs more than one third of

the nodes that cannot be repaired by the prior FreeFault mechanism [77]. If

up to 4 ways at most in any set may be used, then with just over 256KiB cache

capacity, RelaxFault repair coverage reaches 97%; FreeFault would need more

than 1MiB of LLC capacity to achieve similar coverage with the most affected
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sets losing up to 16 ways.

Proposed Memory Resilience Evaluation Methodology. To the best

of our knowledge, all related prior work is based on fault models that assume

every memory device exhibits precisely the average overall fault rate. As faults

accumulate, ECC may not be able to correct or even detect some errors, lead-

ing to failures. I observe that the uniform fault-rate model fails to predict

the actual failure rate measured on large scale systems [133, 132, 23]. I rem-

edy this by introducing a refined fault-injection methodology that considers

module-to-module and device-to-device variations and can match the failure

rates observed in production systems. While our model is simple, I believe

it provides both more realistic scenarios for evaluating reliability mechanisms

and a solid start for even better models; such models can only be developed

with access to detailed error logs, which are unfortunately not currently pub-

lic. The following section details the RelaxFault architecture and associated

tradeoffs.

Main Contributions of RelaxFault.

(1) I highlight the importance of understanding the physical layout aspects of

faults and demonstrate the benefits of tailoring repair-remapping schemes

to account for fault location correlations.

(2) I describe RelaxFault and the microarchitectural modifications required

to effectively repair 90% of faulty nodes with only 82KiB of LLC capacity,
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no more than 1 way per LLC set, with just 16KiB of added metadata on

chip, and with local changes that are limited to the LLC and its interface

with the memory controller.

(3) I develop a refined fault injection methodology that accounts for reliability

variations and that more closely matches observed memory failure rates

in the field; I show that this affects multi-device fault statistics, which

enables us to better study DUEs, SDCs, and dual in-line memory module

(DIMM) replacements.

(4) I conclude that very low-cost DRAM repair reduces DUE and SDC rates

by 52% and 41%, respectively, as well as saving 87% of memory modules

that would otherwise need replacement.

3.2.1 RelaxFault Memory Repair Architecture

Figure 3.13 shows a block diagram of a system with RelaxFault. Relax-

Fault is a low-cost hardware-only microarchitectural fault tolerance mechanism

that supports fine-grained repair—as fine as the size of a transfer block from a

single memory device. RelaxFault relies on understanding how faults manifest

in DRAM3 for a unique remapping of fault addresses into the last level cache

and can repair the vast majority of memory faults with negligible performance,

power, and area overheads.

RelaxFault shares several features with FreeFault. Both mechanisms

3For clarity I use the term DRAM to refer to memory that may require repair, however
RelaxFault can be used with other memory types.
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Figure 3.13: RelaxFault augments a FreeFault-aware memory controller with
a data coalescer and a faulty-bank table. The coalescer aggregates retired
data from faulty memory regions, and compacts it into a single cacheline. The
faulty-bank table tracks which DRAM banks have faulty regions. The blue-
colored box in LLC way M − 1 highlights the sub-block corresponding to the
requested data in the remapped cacheline.
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are hardware-only and use hardware to identify and track memory faults.

Both also utilize lines in the LLC to store remapped data in faulty memory

addresses for repair. However, while FreeFault requires a full cacheline for any

memory block that has a fault, RelaxFault uses a sophisticated, yet simple

to implement, address remapping scheme to dramatically reduce the number

of LLC lines used for memory repair. This enables greater repair coverage

and lower performance overheads. In the rest of this section I describe the

modifications required to the LLC and memory controller, the RelaxFault

mapping scheme, and expected overheads.

3.2.1.1 RelaxFault Cache Hierarchy

RelaxFault augments the FreeFault-aware memory controller4 with two

additional components: coalescer to compact repaired data into few LLC lines,

and faulty-bank table to track the repaired faulty modules in a bank granu-

larity.

LLC Access. With RelaxFault, the LLC holds both regular data that is

accessed with physical addresses and remapped data that is accessed with

the RelaxFault addressing scheme. To ensure the two types of data can be

distinguished, I propose to extend the LLC tag by one bit. This bit matches

the type of access requested, as shown in Figure 3.14. I evaluate the overhead

of adding this RelaxFault flag bit in Section 3.2.1.3 and demonstrate that it is

4RelaxFault supports multi-socket cache coherence and DMA, including I/O operations,
in the same way as presented in FreeFault.
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RelaxFault repair (for clarity, I show a 3-way 5-bit wide tag array). The tag
array is augmented with a 1-bit column, which indicates RelaxFault locked
lines. The RelaxFault locked lines are misses with normal LLC access as shown
in this figure, and normal LLC lines are misses when accessing RelaxFault
locked LLC lines. (ML: Match Line, SL: Search Line, MLSA: Match Line
Sense Amplifier)

very low. However, alternative structures that do not require redesigning the

tag array are possible.

Figure 3.15 shows how RelaxFault tests if the requested data is

remapped in LLC. The faulty-bank table is a small 2D direct-access mem-

ory array with as many rows as the maximum number of modules in a socket

(typically 8 [55]) and 1 bit per bank in each row. 5 Every LLC miss first

examines the faulty-bank table with the module and bank IDs to check if

5Table size grows as the number of memory modules in a socket increases, but is still
always insignificant overall. For example, just 64 16-bit entries are needed for a node with
2TiB DDR4 memory.
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Figure 3.15: Working flow of testing if the requested data is remapped (re-
paired). When a tested bank bit in the faulty-bank table is set (hit), the
address of the corresponding remapped cacheline is computed and the LLC
is looked up. The LSB of the LLC tag represents the RelaxFault indicator
shown in Figure 3.14.

any locations from that module are repaired by RelaxFault. This simple filter

avoids further RelaxFault tests in the vast majority of cases. If the module

does have repaired locations, the corresponding remapped LLC line is located

with an address computed by the address mapping discussed in Section 3.2.1.2.

In the paragraphs below I discuss how the LLC is accessed, how LLC locations

are allocated, and how data is read and written from and to repaired locations.

Faulty Memory Region Repair Allocation. When a memory fault is first

discovered, the RelaxFault metadata is updated to perform repair. First, the

RelaxFault remapping address is computed as discussed in Section 3.2.1.2. A

cacheline in the LLC set corresponding to that address is evicted. That evicted

line is then set to RelaxFault mode and is locked in the cache. The faulty-bank

table is updated and the cache filled in the following way (assuming ECC can

correct any errors).
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RelaxFault remaps data only from the faulty memory device. There-

fore, each cacheline can store multiple remapped sub-blocks, for example, 16

of 4-byte data. RelaxFault fills all the sub-blocks into the remapped cacheline

upon the first access to any data that needs to be remapped to the cacheline.

To do so, the memory controller generates memory requests to those blocks

and issues them back-to-back to exploit the DRAM row buffer. Note that

this is only a one time cost. When the memory controller receives the re-

quested data from memory, the sub-block from the faulty device is written to

the remapped cacheline. From that time onward, all access to these memory

locations will be proceed with RelaxFault repair, even if not all the memory

locations are faulty.

LLC Fills. When accessing data from one or more faulty DRAM devices

that are already repaired by RelaxFault, data from RelaxFault and data from

memory should be combined. Figure 3.16 illustrates the LLC fill process. On

every LLC miss, a memory controller tests if the requested data may include

remapped locations by examining faulty-bank table. If yes, the memory con-

troller performs LLC lookup with the address translated by the RelaxFault-

specific mapping scheme. If this data misses, as it should in most cases, mem-

ory access proceeds as usual. If a location is remapped, the RelaxFault line is

in the LLC. The memory controller then reads the remapped data from the

LLC into a buffer. At the same time the memory controller also reads the

memory block from DRAM. When both the DRAM and RelaxFault cache ac-

cesses return data, the MSBs of the RelaxFault LLC address offset (bits 8−11
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in Figure 3.17c) are used to generate a mask for combining the data, which is

then passed to the ECC unit and back to the LLC as filled data. Once cached,

further hits to that address do not require any RelaxFault intervention.

LLC Writebacks. When dirty data is evicted from the LLC and the evicted

line includes repaired locations, the repaired locations must be updated with

the written back data. As with a fill, faulty-bank table is queried and a masked

write is performed to the RelaxFault cacheline.

Memory Controller Accesses LLC. In essence, the RelaxFault memory

controller does not replace the LLC controller, but is rather an additional

client of the LLC; it can: (1) query the LLC tag array to determine whether a

DRAM location is faulty, (2) read and write LLC data to replace faulty DRAM

locations, and (3) perform these operations in parallel to DRAM access.

3.2.1.2 Address Mapping

Modern memory controllers translate physical addresses to DRAM lo-

cations in a manner that attempts to maintain DRAM row locality while

spreading accesses equally across banks to minimize conflicts. Figure 3.17a

illustrates one such address mapping scheme, which was used in Intel’s Ne-

halem processor [87]. I use this bit-swizzling mapping in our examples, but

the techniques I describe apply equally easily to more sophisticated hash-based

mapping schemes as well [155]. Because DRAM locations appear “random-

ized” the canonical contiguous cache tag, index, and offset physical address

to cacheline mapping scheme (Figure 3.17b) results in most multi-bit DRAM
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based hashed set index [34]. This mapping is for a system with 4 channels that
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LLC capacity is 8MiB and is configured to 16-way and 64B line so the number
of LLC sets are 8, 192.
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faults being spread across numerous cache lines; each cache line contains at

most 8 bits from any particular DRAM tile in current memory systems, all

in a single row. While physical address to cache location mapping is likely to

include some hashing as well [34, 94], this does not help the fault-spreading

effect.

I propose a new mapping scheme specifically for RelaxFault repair (Fig-

ure 3.17c), which places as many bits as possible from a single DRAM tile into

a cacheline. I do this by treating each column address as referring to the data

from a single memory device. I extend the cacheline offset field by 4 bits in our

example system because there are 16 data devices per rank and each cacheline

corresponds to a full rank access. I then differentiate cachelines that remap

different devices by adding the device ID to other fields of the cache address

(e.g., the tag). Note that because an ECC DIMM has 1 or 2 redundant de-

vices, the device ID requires 5 bits rather than 4. I can, however, repurpose

the valid bit (or any other state bit) and add it to the device ID. A specific

memory-fault location is uniquely represented with a tag and set index. Each

LLC set can store multiple remapped cachelines and each of them is easily

identified by its tag value.

Coalescing remapped faulty bits in this way significantly reduces the

number of cachelines dedicated for repair. This leads to much better repair

coverage and lower performance and power impact. Multi-bit faults are likely

to affect just one or a few full rows, a few rows in one column, or very coarse-

grained structures like banks where the faults are spread out in those banks.
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Figure 3.18: Cumulative repair coverage of RelaxFault and FreeFault with and
without XOR-based LLC set index hashing [34] when using at most 1-way in
any LLC set to repair memory. A node has 8 8GiB DIMMs and 8MiB 16-way
LLC

Faults in one or a few full rows are more frequent than the other faults [133,

134, 132]. I demonstrate this in Section 3.2.3 where I compare RelaxFault to

the FreeFault scheme.

Cache Set Index Hashing. Most architectural simulators use the classic

canonical cache addressing scheme without XOR hashing. I evaluated the

impact of adding XOR-based cache set hashing [34, 94] on the repair cover-

age of RelaxFault and FreeFault (Figure 3.17b). Before applying a hash, the

RelaxFault mapping scheme already swizzles physical address bits in a way

that matches the DRAM address mapping to distribute common remapped

faults (which are typically limited to a single bank in a single device) across

sets. Figure 3.18 presents the results of our evaluation. First, I observe that

RelaxFault provides much better coverage than FreeFault, which I discuss in

detail in Section 3.2.3. Second, spreading common fault remapping addresses

by design, as I do with RelaxFault mapping is effective; the coverage with and
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Size (bytes) Description
Faulty-bank table 8 1 byte per DIMM in a node

Data coalescer 128 Pre-computed bitmasks
LLC tag extension 16,384 1 bit per LLC tag

Total 16,520

Table 3.5: RelaxFault storage overhead assuming 8MiB 16-way LLC with 64B
block and 8 DDR3 DIMMs per node.

without cache set address hashing is roughly the same. However, the fault-

unaware baseline mapping of FreeFault is far more sensitive to set conflicts

and XOR hashing improves coverage from 74% to 84%. I therefore generally

apply set address hashing when evaluating the repair mechanisms in detail

later in this dissertation.

3.2.1.3 Overhead Estimation

Storage Overhead. While RelaxFault does not require redundant storage for

remapping data, it requires dedicated storage for managing 16KiB of metadata

as summarized in Table 3.5. I also measured the area overhead of adding the

1-bit flag to each LLC tag with CACTI 6.5 [146] for a 8MiB 16-way LLC

with 64B cacheline (as our evaluation setup shown in Section 3.2.2). I did not

observe any noticeable change in size.

Energy Overhead. The 8-byte faulty-bank table lookup energy is negligible

and the tag lookup requires just 9pJ (1MiB 16-way LLC bank); I did not

observe any noticeable change in access latency with the augmented tag array.

In total, the metadata access energy, in the worst case, is less than 1.5% of the
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LLC access (0.641nJ) and less than 0.03% of the energy required to service

the miss from DRAM (36nJ, DDR3) [90]. In the vast majority of cases (fault

free accesses) just the negligible table lookup is required. The additional static

energy is also negligible as RelaxFault adds 1 bit to every LLC tag and just 1

bit per DRAM bank in the faulty-bank table.

The overall memory access latency does not change because: (1) meta-

data and repair data are accessed in parallel to the DRAM access for both

reads and writebacks, and (2) merging received data from DRAM with the

remapped data from the LLC is done with one bitwise AND and one bitwise

OR operations (Figure 3.16).

3.2.2 Methodology

The major benefit from RelaxFault repair is to provide very low-

cost memory permanent fault tolerance without impacting performance and

DRAM capacity. I therefore evaluate the impact of RelaxFault on three fac-

tors:

Capacity and Reliability. To represent the reliability tradeoff, I evaluate

the impact RelaxFault repair has on system DUE and SDC rate. To that,

I first estimate what fraction of nodes with any kinds of DRAM faults can

be fully repaired by RelaxFault and how much LLC capacity is sacrificed for

repair.

System Availability. I evaluate how RelaxFault repair avoids system in-

terruptions by estimating how many DIMM replacements can be eliminated
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through fine-grained repair.

Performance and Power. I evaluate performance impact by measuring the

throughput of an 8-core simulated processor under different amounts of LLC

capacity used for repair. I also evaluate DRAM power, which may increase as

more LLC cache misses may occur as a result of RelaxFault lines.

3.2.2.1 Capacity and Reliability

I use a Monte Carlo DRAM fault-injection simulator to inject faults into

DRAM. Each injected fault disables one or more DRAM cells, depending on

the type of fault simulated. As done in prior work [77, 80, 26, 89, 8], I simulate

multiple independent Poisson processes to model different fault types, based

on the types and rates observed in the field [133, 134, 132]. When faults that

affect a large number of cells occur and as faults accumulate over a 6-year

period, a growing fraction of the LLC of a node may be needed for RelaxFault

repair and an increasing number of nodes experience some permanent fault. I

report the expected fraction of nodes that experience at least one permanent

fault that can be repaired by RelaxFault under varying RelaxFault LLC usage

limits. I assume 8 DIMMs per node and a 16-way 8MiB LLC with 64B cache

lines. Each DIMM is comprised of 18 ×4 DRAM devices to support chipkill-

level ECC. I run 16.4 billion Monte Carlo trials for each experimental scenario.

A node is considered faulty if it experiences at least one permanent fault in

any of its DRAM devices. However, not all faulty nodes will manifest a DUE

or an SDC because of the chipkill ECC and repair mechanisms, as discussed
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below.

Reliability and Availability Models. Every time a new fault is injected,

I test whether it could lead to an SDC or DUE as done in [80]. In our model,

which is based on analyzed field data, the rate of DUEs and SDCs in previ-

ously non-faulty nodes is negligible because with chipkill-level ECC, a DUE

or an SDC can only occur when two devices in the same DIMM are faulty,

and simultaneous random faults are extremely rare. However, once a perma-

nent fault occurs, future faults may lead to a failure. This is the reason why

repair mechanisms are so important – once a permanent fault is detected and

repaired, the risk of DUEs and SDCs is significantly reduced.

I evaluate two major repair policies in this paper. The baseline policy

is to use no repair until a DIMM fails (exhibits a DUE) and then repair the

DIMM by replacement. The second policy is to apply RelaxFault after each

permanent fault is observed to completely repair a DIMM when possible. I

also evaluate a more aggressive policy in which a DIMM is replaced once it

has any permanent faults, even before a DUE is observed or an SDC occurs.

Under this policy, once a significant number of correctable errors are reported,

a DIMM is replaced because it may reduce performance due to corrections

and increase the probability of failure [23, 96]. FreeFault also considered using

fine-grained repair only for those faults not corrected by ECC; for brevity, I

do not discuss this option in this section although it is equally applicable to

RelaxFault as to FreeFault.
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As appropriate, I report the following metrics for each policy: the frac-

tion of faulty nodes that can be repaired with RelaxFault, the expected number

of DUEs in a large system with 16K nodes, the expected number of SDCs in

that system, and the expected number of replaced DIMMs. The number of

replaced DIMMs serves as our availability metric because replacing a DIMM

requires maintenance downtime (unless very expensive DIMM sparing is used).

Fault Model. I develop a new fault model that augments prior DRAM

fault models [133, 134, 77, 80] with device-to-device and module-to-module

variations. The basis of the model is prior work that analyzed the faults

observed in large-scale field studies, categorized the faults into fault modes

or processes, and provided expected rates for those faults [133, 134, 132].

The modes and rates I use as our basis are summarized in Table 3.6 and

were discussed in Section 2 and closely resemble those reported for the Cielo

system [134, 132]. I only present results based on the rates of the Cielo system

and I confirmed (but do not show) that applying rates from other reported

systems has little impact on RelaxFault results.

It is unrealistic to expect that every DRAM device and every DRAM

module exhibits identical statistics because both devices and modules are sub-

ject to both process and operating variations. To model device-to-device vari-

ation I randomly select a different rate for each Poisson fault process and each

device. The rate is a Lognormal random variable with a mean equal to the

reported expected rate shown in Table 3.6 and a variance that is 1
4

of the mean
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Fault mode Transient fault Permanent fault
Single bit 14.5 13.0
Single row 2.3 2.4
Single column 1.6 1.9
Single bank 1.6 2.2
Multiple banks 0.1 0.3
Multiple ranks 0.2 0.2

Table 3.6: Fault rate of studied DDR3-based system (FIT/device) [134, 132].
As I also measured system reliability with scaled FIT rate, I also use 10 times
FIT of them.

(I experimented with different coefficient of variance values and the results are

not sensitive to this parameter).

The motivation for our module-to-module variation model stems from

observations pointing to some correlations between faults within modules or

nodes and the appearance of DUEs without fault accumulation [126, 43, 133].

Such correlated faults can occur because some modules may be of lower qual-

ity, be composed of lower quality devices, or experience more detrimental en-

vironmental conditions (such as higher temperature and humidity and larger

temperature swings). In our model, I randomly select a small fraction of nodes

and modules and then (uniformly) accelerate the fault rates of those modules.

I maintain the same overall fault statistics by lowering the rates of all other de-

vices to compensate for the ones I accelerated. This is shown in Equation (3.2)

where N stands for nodes, D stands for modules (DIMMs), and PN and PD

represent the fractions of fault-accelerated nodes and modules respectively.
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FIT = PN ×FITacc,N +PD ×FITacc,D + (1−PN −PD)×FITadj,REST (3.2)

To decide on what fractions of nodes to accelerate and to what degree, I

performed a sensitivity study and show the results in Figure 3.19. Figure 3.19a

shows that if the fraction of accelerated nodes is fixed, the number of DIMMs

that can have an SDC or a DUE rises roughly linearly until an acceleration

factor of 100 and then slows down. The number of faulty nodes trends down

because the more some modules are accelerated, the lower the fault rate of

other nodes becomes in order to maintain a constant average rate. Figure 3.19b

shows that the expected number of SDCs, DUEs, and replaced DIMMs grows

roughly linearly with acceleration rate. Because the knee of the curves is

roughly at 100× acceleration, I choose this value for our model. The effect of

increasing the fraction of accelerated nodes is roughly linear on all parameters

as shown in Figure 3.19c and Figure 3.19d. I arbitrarily chose a fraction

of 0.1%, which when using the 100× acceleration factor results in a 20% rate

reduction for non-accelerated devices. Note that the expected number of DUEs

is larger than the expected number of replacements because transient faults

may cause DUEs but do not require replacement in this evaluation.

I compare our results both with this model and when using a model that

does not include variation. In each graph, the left-most point (0-acceleration)

corresponds to the previous model that is based purely on the fault rates

reported in [134, 132]. With such a model, the expected number of DUEs is
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Figure 3.19: Dynamic FIT adjustment sensitivity in 6 years. Each system
has 16, 384 nodes that each has 8 DIMMs, and a DIMM is replaced only
when a permanent fault generates a DUE. When accelerating FIT of a fixed
percentage of nodes and DIMMs (0.1%) more, (a) number of nodes with faulty
DIMMs, and (b) the number of DUEs, SDCs, and DIMM replacements (b) are
measured. When changing ratio of FIT accelerated nodes and DIMMs with
fixed amount of acceleration (100×), (c) number of nodes with faulty DIMMs,
and (d) the number of DUEs, SDCs, and DIMM replacements are measured.
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just 1 out of 131, 072 DIMMs over 6 years of operation. This is far too low

a rate compared to the observed rate of DIMM replacement (and DUEs) in

real systems (e.g., study of Blue Waters [23]). With our proposed model, the

number of DUEs is much more realistic. Our model also reasonably matches

the relative probability of DUEs given existing faults presented in [133]. I

believe this model offers a good first step toward a more refined model, but

leave that to future work that can focus entirely on analyzing data from large-

scale field studies.

3.2.2.2 Performance and Power Simulation

To understand the expected performance impact of using the LLC for

RelaxFault repair, I measure execution throughput with MacSim [41], a cycle-

based x86 processor simulator. I configure the simulator with dual DDR3

memory channels. Table 3.7 summarizes the system parameters for our per-

formance evaluation. In this evaluation, I reduce cache capacity by randomly

locking up to one way in each LLC set if a required size is specified, or a fixed

number of ways per set when specified in N-way. As explained in Section 3.2.1,

our proposed address mapping scheme distributes remapped data well across

LLC sets. With RelaxFault, there is never a need for more than 4 ways in

any set, and typically just one or zero ways are locked, so our methodology is

realistic and even pessimistic.

Performance. I use Weighted Speedup (WS) [130] as defined by Equa-

tion (3.3) for our performance metric. IPCalone
orig is the IPC when an application
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Processor 8-core, 4GHz, x86 ISA, 4-way OOO
L1 I-caches 32KiB, private, 8-way, 64B cache line, 1-cycle,
L1 D-caches 32KiB, private, 8-way, 64B cache line, 3-cycle
L2 caches 128KiB, private, 8-way, 64B cache line, 8-cycle
L3 caches 8MiB shared, 16-way, 64B cache line, 30-cycle
Memory FR-FCFS scheduling [122], open page policy
controller channel/rank/bank interleaving, bank XOR hashing [155]

Main 2 channels, 2 ranks / channel, 8 banks / rank
memory All parameters from the Micron DDR3-1600 [99]

Table 3.7: Simulated system parameters

is run alone in the evaluated system with no LLC retirement. IPCreduced
new is

the IPC when running with other applications if any sharing LLC with various

LLC capacity reduction to locate retired data.

WS =
N−1∑
i=0

IPCreduced
i,new

IPCalone
i,org

(3.3)

Power. I estimate DRAM power6 with the number of different DRAM op-

erations (activate, precharge, read, and write) performed and the energy as-

sociated with each operation as detailed by Micron [97]. Note that DRAM

power is sufficient for our evaluation because, as I show in our results, the

performance impact of RelaxFault is very small.

Workloads. For workloads I use multi-threaded HPC-oriented bench-

marks [9, 27, 29, 83], and multi-programmed SPEC CPU2006 workloads [135].

6As discussed in Section 3.2.1.3, repair increases the LLC energy by a very small amount,
but additional LLC misses caused by reduced LLC capacity can be significant. Therefore, I
estimate the energy overhead of RelaxFault by counting the additional DRAM accesses.
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Workload Benchmark Description
CG (C) Conjugate Gradient

NAS DC (A) Data Cube
parallel LU (C) Lower-Upper Gauss-Seidel solver
bench SP (C) Scalar Penta-diagonal solver

UA (C) Unstructured Adaptive mesh
LULESH Livermore Unstructured Lagrangian

Co-design
(303) Explicit Shock Hydrodynamics

429.mcf, 433.milc, 450.soplex,
MEM 462.libquantum, 470.lbm,

SPEC 437.leslie3d, 471.omnetpp
CPU 2006 429.mcf, 433.milc, 450.soplex,

COMP 462.libquantum, 470.lbm,
401.bzip2, 458.sjeng

Table 3.8: Workloads description. Input sets are specified in parentheses.

Because we are interested in the interactions with memory, I choose

mostly memory-intensive benchmarks from each benchmark suite. In SPEC

CPU2006, I also run compute-intensive workloads and memory-intensive work-

loads simultaneously to measure the impact of RelaxFault in various scenarios.

Table 3.8 summarize the benchmarks I use. In SPEC CPU2006 benchmark,

MEM has only memory-intensive workloads while COMP includes compute-

intensive workloads. I ran various combinations of benchmarks in each cate-

gory, but I represent the results as harmonic mean because each result shows

similar behavior.

In each simulation, every application begins executing at a Sim-

Point [117] and simulation of all applications continues until the slowest appli-

cation (or core/thread in multi-threaded workloads) completes 200M instruc-
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tions. I collect statistics from each application or core only for its first 200M

instructions, but keep executing all applications or cores to correctly simulate

contention for shared resources.

3.2.3 Evaluation Results

I focus our evaluation on the impact on various resilience metrics such as

DUE, SDC, and system availability as well as performance and power of LLC

capacity loss due to RelaxFault repair. The required capacity for maintaining

certain levels of DRAM reliability and repair coverage is also evaluated.

3.2.3.1 Reliability and Availability

Figure 3.20 depicts the percentage of nodes that have at least one

permanent fault which can be seamlessly repaired by retiring faulty mem-

ory regions with RelaxFault, its predecessor mechansim FreeFault, and the

post-package repair (PPR) mechanism introduced in the JEDEC DDR4 speci-

fication [60]; PPR allows up to one row per bank group to be repaired (see more

in Section 3.3). When limiting the number of LLC ways that RelaxFault and

FreeFault use to repair memory to at most 1 of 16 ways in any set, RelaxFault

achieves 90% repair coverage compared to FreeFault that repairs up to 84%

with cacheline address hashing or 74% without hashing. PPR also achieves

roughly 73% repair coverage. RelaxFault is superior because it requires fewer

cache lines and distributes those lines better across sets such that the one way

per set limit does not affect RelaxFault coverage. In fact, RelaxFault with one
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Figure 3.20: Cumulative repair coverage vs. required LLC capacity for full
repair with no impact on reliability or underlying ECC corrections for baseline
FIT rate. The fraction of nodes having any retired data is 12% after 6 years.
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way or fewer is equivalent to the coverage of FreeFault with up to 4 ways and

even exceeds FreeFault that requires up to all 16 ways in some sets when to-

tal LLC capacity used is limited to under 128KiB. Thus, RelaxFault provides

both higher coverage and has a smaller (negligible) impact on performance.

If RelaxFault is allowed to occupy up to 4 ways at most in some set,

then repair coverage increases to almost 97%, still requiring about 256KiB of

LLC capacity. FreeFault, in contrast, requires up to 16 sets to be used and over

1MiB of the cache. The 3% of cases, which cannot be repaired by RelaxFault

and FreeFault in our evaluation are those that correspond to massive faults

that affect entire banks in DRAM, though it is likely that such faults are still

covered well by chipkill-level ECC, as I discuss in the next subsection.

I also perform the same evaluation with a 10× higher fault rate (Fig-

ure 3.21) to gauge the effectiveness of RelaxFault if future technologies are less

reliable. Despite the much higher fault rate, RelaxFault is almost as effective.

Repair coverage with at most one way per set drops from 90% to 84%, but if

up to 4 ways can be used then repair coverage is still above 95% while overall

capacity used is still less than 256KiB. The trends with FreeFault are similar,

but PPR drops to a much lower coverage of 63%.

DUEs and SDCs. Large scale and mission-critical systems typically employ

strong error checking and protection schemes (e.g., ECC) that can tolerate

a single faulty DRAM device per rank and provide high detection coverage

against silent data corruption (SDC) by reporting nearly all errors originating
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Figure 3.21: Cumulative repair coverage vs. required LLC capacity for full
repair with no impact on reliability or regular ECC corrections for 10× FIT.
The fractions of nodes having any retired data is 71% in 6 years.
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Figure 3.22: Expected number of DUEs when using either RelaxFault,
FreeFault, or PPR in a system with 16, 384 nodes (8 ×4 DIMMs per node)
over 6 years.

from more than a single device as detectable uncorrectable errors (DUEs).

However, once a permanent fault exists in a rank, there is a risk of SDC and

the likelihood of observing a DUE goes up significantly. Repair can help curb

this risk. I evaluate the expected number of DUEs and SDCs in the system

following the methodology described by Kim et al. [80].

Figure 3.22 shows the expected number of DUEs with the various repair

mechanisms with both the nominal and 10× higher fault rates. All three repair

mechanisms reduce the DUE rate by about 50% at the nominal fault rate

and RelaxFault is most effective at 52%. The 10× higher fault rate makes a

very large difference in expected DUE count. At the higher rate, RelaxFault

and FreeFault show significantly larger reduction than PPR with RelaxFault

decreasing expected DUE count by 37%. Interestingly, DUE reduction is not

sensitive to the number of ways allowed for repair. The reason is that for a DUE

to occur, a single ECC codeword must include more than one faulty symbol.
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Figure 3.23: Expected number of SDCs when using either RelaxFault,
FreeFault, or PPR in a system with 16, 384 nodes (8 ×4 DIMMs per node)
over 6 years.

With current codes, this means that two different devices must exhibit faults

within a single 64B memory block. This is only likely if at least one of the

devices has a “coarse-grained” fault that affects a very large number of bits.

Such faults cannot be repaired by any of the fine-grained repair mechanisms,

regardless of how many ways are allowed for use. DUEs are reduced because

most faults affect only a single bit or a small number of bits. These faults can

be repaired even with only a single way.

Figure 3.23 shows similar results for expected SDC count (the expected

count is less than 1 because SDCs are very rare). The exception is that PPR is

ineffective at reducing SDCs despite its success at reducing DUEs. The reason

is that while a common cause of a DUE is at least one device with a small

number of faulty bits that PPR can repair, SDCs are more common when one

device has multiple fine-grained faults that exceed the capabilities of PPR but

not those of RelaxFault and FreeFault.
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Figure 3.24: Expected number of DIMM replacements when using RelaxFault,
FreeFault, or PPR in a system with 16, 384 nodes (8 ×4 DIMMs per node)
over 6 years; a DIMM is replaced when either a DUE occurs (ReplA) or the
number of errors exceeds a threshold (ReplB).

Availability. Fine-grained repair can be used as an alternative to replacing

DIMMs. As mentioned earlier, ECC alone cannot guarantee error-free op-

eration unless faulty memory is repaired or retired. Replacing faulty DIMMs

often requires system interruption for maintenance. While it is possible to have

seamless repair [38, 46], the high costs and overheads associated with sparing

modules and mirroring channels is too high for most systems. I evaluate two

repair by replacement policies. The first replaces a DIMM immediately after

a non-transient DUE is observed (ReplA) [133, 126]. The second replaces a
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DIMM after the number of corrected errors from that DIMM exceeds a given

threshold within a certain time window (ReplB) [23, 96]. The motivation for

this aggressive replacement policy is that frequent errors indicate a permanent

fault has occurred, at which point reliability is degraded.

Fine-grained repair masks out the data from permanently faulty re-

gions, eliminating the possibility of many errors and decreasing replacement

rate. Figure 3.24 shows the expected number of DIMM replacements with both

policies with and without memory repair mechanisms. There are five main

takeaways from the results. First, all three fine-grained repair mechanisms

significantly reduce the replacement rate. However, RelaxFault is particularly

effective and if allowed to use at most 4 cache ways in any set, reduces the

replacement rate by more than 10×, compared to about 4× if using only PPR.

Second, increasing the resources available for repair (RelaxFault vs. FreeFault

and 4- vs. 1-way) has a big impact on the fraction of DUEs reduced because

more it repairs less likely multiple erroneous symbols are in a codeword. Third,

because fine-grained repair is effective, it increases maintenance window flex-

ibility and improves availability. Fourth, the aggressive replacement policy is

very aggressive. It results in almost 350× more replacements than if replac-

ing only after a DUE is observed. Fifth, referring to the reliability results

discussed above, this aggressive repair is not well justified with current fault

rates given the very low SDC rates and quite-low DUE rate.
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Figure 3.25: Performance comparison with various LLC capacity dedicated to
RelaxFault in a system with the configuration shown in Table 4.4. Performance
is measured in Weighted Speedup.

3.2.3.2 Performance and Power

RelaxFault utilizes the LLC for storing remapped memory blocks for

repair and may increase LLC misses and thus impact performance and power

consumption. I measure the system throughput (weighted speedup) and the

power overhead associated with extra misses as different LLC capacities are

dedicated for RelaxFault repair (Figure 3.25). In a real system, only a small

number of lines will mostly be used by RelaxFault. However, to avoid costly

Monte Carlo simulation, I instead make entire ways unavailable for regular

data and assume they are dedicated to RelaxFault. I find that LULESH is

the only benchmark I evaluated that shows any perceptible sensitivity to even

removing four ways of the LLC (7% ↓).7 I study LULESH in more detail and

performed a Monte Carlo experiment with 32 trials; each trial was a simulation

7I confirm the observations of prior work, which demonstrate that applications are not
sensitive to a small reduction in capacity of a highly-associative LLC [77, 6, 154].
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Figure 3.26: Relative DRAM dynamic power consumption to full LLC capacity
(no repair with RelaxFault) of multi-threaded workloads in a system with the
configuration shown in Table 4.4.

of LULESH with 100KiB randomly assigned to RelaxFault (I did not observe

more than one used way in any set). Figure 3.25 shows the worst of those 25

trials and the performance impact is negligible.

Figure 3.26 illustrates the impact of RelaxFault on DRAM dynamic

power consumption, with and without RelaxFault repair. Unsurprisingly, the

power results track the performance results: 4-way RelaxFault repair increases

DRAM dynamic power consumption in some applications (LULESH and NPB

DC), but 100KiB RelaxFault repair has nearly zero impact on power con-

sumption. Note that Figure 3.26 only shows DRAM dynamic power, which is

roughly 50% of total DRAM power consumption [90] and is also a fraction of

system power [84]. Combined with performance results, energy consumption

is also mostly unaffected by 1-way RelaxFault repair.

3.2.4 Summary

I present a low-cost microarchitectural memory repair mechanism, Re-

laxFault , which effectively relaxes the requirements on other fault tolerant
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mechanisms to improve both reliability and performance. I show that Relax-

Fault can eliminate the vast majority of permanent faults and is more effective

than other low-cost fine-grained repair schemes. RelaxFault relies on a novel

addressing scheme to remap faulty memory bits into a small fraction of the

processor LLC. I conclude that because it coalesces faults from a single device

into a single cacheline, its impact on performance, power, and cost is negligi-

ble. Our evaluation introduces a new fault-injection methodology that results

in faults that better predict system failure rates, and I use it to show the

benefits RelaxFault provides, especially for curbing module replacement and

maintenance to boost system availability.

3.3 Previous Memory Repair Techniques

With hard faults being more frequent than transient faults [133, 134,

132] and leading to far more frequent error events [43, 126], mechanisms

have been developed to augment ECC for their protection. While some tech-

niques involve fault-specific adaptation of the ECC code [5], a more general

approach is to retire faulty components and potentially replace them. Such re-

tire/replace techniques generally fall into one of six main categories (from least

to most intrusive in terms of hardware design): (1) retire entire nodes in a large

system (software); (2) retire memory ranks or channels (hardware); (3) retire

memory frames at virtual memory page granularity (software) [38, 46, 141];

(4) retire individual devices in a rank, which necessitates a reduction in ECC

coverage of additional faults (hardware) [38, 46]; (5) compensate for reduced
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ECC by increasing access granularity with memory-channel coupling (hard-

ware) [46]; and (6) fine-grained retirement with remapping to redundant stor-

age (hardware) [123, 140, 38, 46, 82, 102, 131].

3.3.1 Node Retirement

Retiring entire nodes is simple and can be effective provided the fault

rate leading to such retirement is low enough and that no critical data is lost

when retirement occurs. The fault rate in system level, unfortunately, would

not be low enough to make this approach feasible in large scale systems as

shown in several system failure field studies [133, 134, 132, 43, 126, 23, 96]. It

is also not suitable when specific node availability requirements are strict.

3.3.2 Rank Retirement

Retirement of memory channels or ranks is also quite expensive in that

it reduces memory capacity, which often has a severe adverse impact on per-

formance and power efficiency in HPC systems in particular. When cost is of

secondary concern, channel mirroring can be used to completely mask faults

and even allow hot-replacement of faulty memory for maintaining a desired

reliability level [38, 46, 52]. Of course, with mirroring, half the memory capac-

ity and possibly also half the memory bandwidth is sacrificed. This overhead

would be reduced by configuring only a few channels to support mirroring

(Fine Grained Memory Mirroring) [52].
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3.3.3 Page Retirement

More targeted retirement can be performed in systems with page-based

virtual memory support. With page-based virtual memory support, the OS or

a device driver can retire faulty memory frames from the frame free list and

thus prevent application data from ever using faulty memory regions. Some

examples are IBM’s AIX OS [38, 46], Oracle’s Solaris OS [141], and NVIDIA’s

GPU memory management [111]. This approach is conceptually simple, but

due to mismatch between physical address and DRAM address, retiring small

physical memory region would require retiring a large number of frames that

each has only a small faulty region [155]. Using huge page also makes this

approach more expensive. This approach is sometimes unavailable because

some OS components and peripheral devices do not use virtual memory facil-

ities [28]. For example, IBM’s AIX limits address space supported by frame

retirement [38, 46]. Additionally, recent work related to very high-capacity

memory management proposed to avoid page-based memory management due

to its higher cost but using direct segmentation [11], which make page-based

retirement approach unfeasible. Such a system often runs application that

designed to fit into physical memory size, so in that case, reducing DRAM

capacity becomes critical.

3.3.4 Device Retirement

Instead of retiring node or rank, a faulty DRAM device itself would

be retired without capacity reduction. This is possible because ECC protec-
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tion requires redundant devices, part of that redundancy can be repurposed

for remapping data from the faulty DRAM device. Bit-steering approach of

IBM’s Memory ProteXion scheme of X-Series server [16, 38, 46] and recently

proposed Bamboo ECC [80] that use remained bit in a redundant device is

one example, and another example is Intel’s Double Device Data Correction

(DDDC) that tolerates a device failure with lowering ECC capability to Single

Device Data Correction (SDDC) level [52]. The downside of these approaches

is to degrade resilience against further faults, and sometimes requires coupling

multiple channels [52, 30].

3.3.5 Fine Grained Retirement with Redundancy

Lastly, the fine grained retirement is supported by adding redundant

storage to remap data from faulty region. Row and column sparing with

memory array [72] is a classic example which is only available during manufac-

ture/test/integration phase. In-the-field memory repair with row and column

spares has been researched mostly in SRAM [85, 18, 12, 95].

Recent LPDDR4 and DDR4 standards begin to support in-the-field

row sparing using the eFuse technology while its capability is limited to 1

per bank (LPDDR4) or bank group (DDR4), and once used repair becomes

permanent [60, 63]. As an alternative, external structure can be added to

DRAM die or package as a spare location to remap data from faulty memory

blocks [140, 131]. Recently proposed ArchShield [102] uses similar approach,

but using DRAM array itself as a remapping storage with reduced effective
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DRAM capacity. Also, in the same vein, ideas for tolerating wearout faults

in non-volatile memories often utilize fine-grained spare storage and remap-

ping [125, 56, 151, 119]. These approaches often statically add redundant

storage, so considering low fault rate per device the overhead becomes severe.

Contrary to all these previous approaches, FreeFault and RelaxFault

support fine-grained retirements with minimal impact on complexity, perfor-

mance, and power, without compromising reliability, and with no reliance on

or interruption to running software.

3.4 Summary

In this chapter, I present two hardware-only, strong, and low-cost mem-

ory fault tolerance mechanisms that improve both system resilience and avail-

ability without wasting resources, increasing memory access complexity, and

compromising the fault tolerance of existing resilience schemes. Both ap-

proaches are motivated by the facts that permanent fault rates are on par

with the rates of transient faults, per processor socket fault rates are still low,

and that each fault mostly affects a small region of memory.

Based on these observations, I propose a hardware-only microarchi-

tectural memory fault tolerant mechanism, FreeFault , which retires faulty

memory at a very fine granularity without impacting reliability and which

has minimal impact on cost, performance, and energy efficiency. Instead of

adding hardware, FreeFault uses the existing last level cache (LLC) and binds

a small amount of retired memory to locked lines in the LLC. In this way,
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FreeFault achieve near-free repair of the vast majority of faults. To enable

truly hardware-only memory repair operation, I also propose a hardware-only

mechanism for deciding when and which memory to retire.

My second memory fault tolerant mechanism, RelaxFault , enhances

the repair coverage of FreeFault by improving the efficiency of utilizing LLC

as repair storage. RelaxFault exploits knowledge about how common DRAM

faults map to physical addresses to significantly increase the range of faults

that can be effectively repaired. With RelaxFault, I introduce a new access

mode to the last level cache that is used exclusively for repair. This mode uses

a different mapping of physical addresses to cache locations that utilizes the

correlations of fault locations to coalesce many failed bits into a small number

of cachelines.

Overall, the proposed two novel hardware-only memory repair mecha-

nisms improve memory system reliability significantly without compromising

performance and increasing overhead. FreeFault repairs 85% of nodes with

any permanent memory faults while using less than 768KiB LLC capacity.

RelaxFault enhances the repair coverage to 97% of nodes with any permanent

memory faults while using even less LLC usage, 256KiB, with the support of

new physical-to-LLC address mapping used only for repaired memory blocks.

3.4.1 Future Work

As technology scales, future systems may become more vulnerable to

various kinds of failures. With more frequent failures, system fault tolerance
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mechanisms must be efficient as well as comprehensive. Since a single fault

tolerance mechanism cannot be perfect, system architects need to clearly un-

derstand both the strengths and the drawbacks of each available resilience

technique, and then orchestrate multiple techniques, for instance various ECC

codes (Section 2.3) and software/hardware retirements (Section 3.3), according

to a given circumstance.

FreeFault and RelaxFault utilize the LLC to remap data from faulty

memory regions. However, if the coarse-grained fault rate significantly in-

creases in future memories, and thus the affected memory area considerably

grows, the performance and energy impact of FreeFault or RelaxFault may

become unacceptable. These microarchitectural approaches cannot even be

applied when the required storage size (or LLC ways) exceeds available LLC

resources. In addition, some applications, such as cache-resident workloads,

are sensitive to even small changes in available cache capacity, so the per-

formance impact of FreeFault and RelaxFault could be unacceptable for such

applications.

In such cases, we can either improve FreeFault/RelaxFault or combine

it with software or hardware retirements. FreeFault could potentially be im-

proved by incorporating more intelligent address mapping schemes. The LLC

addresses used by FreeFault can be dynamically decided to minimize the per-

formance and energy impact. When combined with coarse-grained software or

hardware retirements, FreeFault or RelaxFault can be used to reduce the over-

head of these other fault tolerance mechanisms to improve the efficiency of the
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overall resilience architecture. For example, a software-based page-retirement

policy would work well when coarse-grained memory faults are frequent be-

cause its repair capability is primarily limited by the physical memory size.

However, each memory repair needs data migration and thus system inter-

ruption. Here, FreeFault and RelaxFault are used to eliminate this overhead

by repairing faulty memory blocks seamlessly until the next scheduled system

maintenance. Then, the LLC capacity is restored after the affected frames are

unmapped by the system software.

Efficient fault tolerant system architectures are an interesting research

topic. Therefore, the detailed study on the above approaches will be interesting

as the memory faults become more frequent. I left the further study for future

work.
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Chapter 4

FreeDMr: Lightweight GPU Memory Repair

As GPUs are used in high performance computing (HPC) systems,

their support for resilience cannot be ignored. As with CPUs, the resilience

of the GPU memory system is critical. However, the GPU memory system

differs significantly from that of CPUs, leading to different resilience trade-

offs and features. GPUs support massive thread-level parallelism and prior-

itize, and require, very high memory bandwidth. To satisfy the high band-

width demand, GPUs use high bandwidth memories like HBM2 [65]. These

memories have relatively wide chip interfaces where each device supplies 32

bytes of data on each transfer and a single channel is comprised of just a

few devices. With commonly only a single memory device participating in a

memory transfer, implementing single device data correct ECC (SDDC, also

known as chipkill) is very challenging [69, 68, 103]. Instead, current HPC

GPUs rely on much weaker single-error-correcting double-error-detecting ECC

(SECDED) [23, 144, 143, 109].

Resilience Challenge. SDDC memory protection is standard in CPU de-

signs. SDDC has two main advantages over SECDED. First, it has much

higher error detection coverage and detects nearly any memory error before it
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is delivered to the processor and potentially silently corrupts data (turns into

an SDC event). Second, SDDC tolerates and entire memory device failing,

which significantly reduces the effective memory failure rate; the lower failure

rate relieves pressure on higher-level resilience mechanisms such as checkpoint-

restart. In practice, these advantages translate into SDDC reducing memory

failure rates by over 40× compared to SECDED [133] and making memory-

related SDCs nearly impossible [80]. Another recent field study concludes that

GPUs with SECDED exhibit a 120× higher memory failure rate than SDDC

CPU memories; 82.3 and 0.7 FIT/device respectively [23].

Proposed Architecture. While it is clearly desirable for GPUs to pro-

vide the same capabilities as SDDC, the overhead and complexity of doing

so is very high. SDDC support for GPUs necessitates the use of multiple

memory devices per transfer, which is much less efficient than current GPU

memory system architectures [69, 68, 103]. In this paper, I develop and eval-

uate FreeDMr (pronounced “freedom”) as an alternative memory protection

scheme for GPUs. FreeDMr offers similar benefits to SDDC while freeing the

memory system from the complex changes needed for true SDDC support. I

develop FreeDMr based on three key insights. First, ECC for GPUs should not

interfere with the high-bandwidth DRAM system that uses possibly just one

DRAM device for each data access. I thus propose to use an ECC code that

can be implemented withing the interface design of a single HBM2 device [65];

specifically a (36, 32) Reed-Solomon (RS) code with 8-bit symbols, which has
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very high error-detection coverage and can also correct most common memory

errors. This RS code is far stronger than SECDED yet does not require a new

interface or a complex overall architecture.

The second insight is that the way in which GPUs are used as accel-

erators offers unique opportunities to tolerate memory errors without relying

on SDDC ECC, which is problematic in the context of GPUs. The GPU ex-

ecution model breaks a computation into kernels and thus kernel boundaries

offer natural error containment points: as long as an error is detected before a

kernel completes, it can be prevented from causing an SDC in most common

application styles. Furthermore, as GPUs are an accelerator coupled with a

CPU, CPU memory can be used as low-cost dual-modular-redundant (DMR)

memory for the GPU and enable error recovery by re-executing failed kernels

without involving the entire system; such re-execution emulates the correction

capability of SDDC ECC and shields system-level resilience mechanisms from

memory errors.

I observe that this memory DMR approach is possible because: (1) data

originates on the CPU; (2) this data can be kept up to date as a DMR copy

with low overhead because the GPU-to-CPU link is underutilized by GPU-

enabled applications (this is not the case for the CPU-to-GPU direction); and

(3) computation consists of numerous kernel runs with each kernel completing

in fairly short time (under 1 second in all applications I evaluate) and each

kernel updating a moderate volume of data.

The third insight is that nearly all permanent memory faults can be
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repaired with low overhead techniques. Repairing permanent memory faults

enables a system to continue correct operation even when the underlying ECC

cannot tolerate memory device failures. NVIDIA, for example, recently intro-

duced the capability to exclude memory frames that contain faulty memory

bits from active GPU memory. While memory capacity may be very slightly

reduced, faulty memory is no longer accessed and is the overall memory sys-

tem is thus “repaired”. I evaluate frame repair in the context of FreeDMr

and show that utilizing hardware for repair can be more efficient. Specifically,

I adapt and evaluate the FreeFault memory repair approach [77] to GPUs.

FreeFault relies on repurposing a very small fraction of the last-level cache to

avoid accessing any faulty DRAM region.

I evaluate FreeDMr with both SECDED and a stronger Reed-Solomon

(RS) ECC code that does not require changes to the GPU memory interface.

I discuss scenarios for which SECDED is already sufficient for effective sys-

tem operation and quantify the benefits of a stronger code. I demonstrate

the importance of the FreeDMr recovery mechanism in tolerating memory er-

rors that cannot be corrected by ECC and show that coupling kernel-level

GPU recovery with memory repair can match the benefits of possibly infea-

sible SDDC memory protection. I verify that our insights hold across all

applications from the Rodinia [17] and Lonestar benchmark suites [14], as

well as the CoMD-CUDA [100], SNAP proxy application [153], and Co-design

LULESH [74] mini-apps. The evaluation is not based on the operation of a

single GPU and targets future extreme-scale systems with possibly thousands
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of GPU-enabled compute nodes.

Main Contributions of FreeDMr.

(1) I present FreeDMr, which is a multi-tier GPU memory fault tolerance

mechanism that provides strong GPU memory fault tolerance with low

overhead and which does not fundamentally interfere with GPU archi-

tectural and design principles. FreeDMr has three main components: an

ECC for detecting errors and tolerating a subset of memory faults, a low-

overhead GPU-level recovery scheme that re-executes kernels in which an

uncorrectable memory error is detected, and a mechanism that effectively

repairs permanent faulty memory in most cases to keep error rates low.

(2) I evaluate FreeDMr with ECC codes that are readily implementable within

a single channel of HBM2 and compare SECDED and a (36, 32) RS code

with 8-bit symbols. I show that both codes have negligible SDC-risk in the

context of GPU execution. The protection of the RS code is superior as

it practically eliminates all SDCs and is also able to reduce the observed

effective memory fault rate by 88% compared to SECDED.

(3) I show that FreeDMr achieves low-cost kernel re-execution by utilizing

CPU memory as redundant memory. The CPU copy is kept up to date

with low cost because the GPU-to-CPU channel is not currently heavily

utilized. Re-execution overhead is low because the execution time of an

individual kernel is short and the volume of data each kernel writes is small.

I verify that these important application characteristics are valid across
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all applications from the Rodinia [17] and Lonestar benchmark suites [14],

as well as the CoMD-CUDA [100], SNAP proxy application [153], and

Co-design LULESH [74] mini-apps.

4.1 GPU Memory Fault Model

GPUs demand high memory bandwidth because a large number of

threads run in parallel. To support this high demand, GPUs use high-

bandwidth memories such as GDDR5X [66] and HBM2 [65]. To the best

of our knowledge, there is no detailed public information about the stacked

memory failures.

In my evaluation of FreeDMr, I assume the fault mechanisms in stacked

memories are mostly the same with those in 2D memories with differences

arising from the use of TSVs and from the wide per-DRAM channel. I model

TSV faults in the following way. HBM2 provides numerous spare TSVs for

ensuring manufacturing yield [42, 76, 65, 79]. With limited hardware support,

these spares can also be used in the field, akin to current DRAM post-package

repair capabilities [63, 60]. Each TSV is tied to a specific DQ signal so a TSV

error corrupts just a single bit in a SECDED code or a single symbol in an RS

code. Thus any TSV fault is detected and corrected immediately with spare

interconnect lanes then remapped to remove the fault by ECC unless there

are multiple faults in the same DRAM device [65]. Hence I model the TSV

faults as mostly transient faults, with nearly perfect detection and correction

coverage.
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Figure 4.1: Memory fault-rate breakdown of the number of faulty mats (based
on DQ-level data in [133]); the RS code in FreeDMr corrects up to 2 faulty
mats.

DDRx CPU memory devices activate only a small number of memory

mats in each device for a particular memory transfer because many DRAM

devices participate in the transfer. In contrast, only a single HBM2 device is

used. Thus, as many as 32 mats in a single device may be actively transferring

data (assuming 4 DQs per mat as in 2D memory).

Available DRAM fault models are developed for narrow ×4 devices,

with at most 4 mats active per chip [133, 134, 132]. The field studies conclude

that a single memory device is highly unlikely to experience more than a single

operational fault during its lifetime with multiple faults to a memory model

occurring across multiple DRAM chips. We make the same assumption and

interpret the 2D models as having 3 types of faults: faults that impact a single

memory mat, faults that impact two mats, and faults that impact up to all

mats in a particular DRAM column, row, bank, or device. We attribute 1-

and 2-mat faults to local faults in the arrays while faults to shared circuits
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likely impact all mats. This aligns well with the distribution of mats affected

by a fault in prior field study work [133] which reported nearly no faults that

impact just 3 mats. Figure 4.1 shows the distribution of faults impacting, 1,

2, and 3+ memory mats.

4.2 FreeDMr Memory Repair

FreeDMr is a multi-tier, strong GPU memory fault tolerance mech-

anism with low overhead. Figure 4.2 illustrates the memory error correction

flow of FreeDMr, which consists of three key components: (1) an ECC code for

detecting errors and tolerating a subset of memory faults, (2) the lightweight

incremental GPU kernel-level checkpoint-and-restart mechanism, and (3) re-

pair of most permanent faulty memory stacks (or modules).

4.2.1 Error Checking and Correcting Codes

Our goals is for the multi-tier approach of FreeDMr to provide holistic

memory protection. The ECC component responsible primarily for detecting

memory errors with error correction being a secondary consideration. Current

NVIDIA GPUs, such as the Pascal-based P100 use HBM2 memory and im-

plement SECDED ECC [109]. Each bus transfer of the HBM2 channel uses

128 TSVs and 16 TSVs for redundant bits. I assume these 144 bits are used

as two (72, 64) SECDED codewords, each with 64 data bits and 8 redundant

bits. While I later show that using SECDED does not pose a high risk of

SDC in the context of kernel-granularity containment, I also propose to use
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a stronger Reed-Solomon (RS) code for FreeDMr. The RS code can be im-

plemented using the same redundancy and interface organization as SECDED

and its decoding complexity is not a major concern given the abundance of

logic in modern processors. RS codes, in fact, have already been proposed in

for stacked memories [33].

I construct each RS codeword from 36 8-bit symbols with 256 bits of

data and 32-bit redundancy. This (36, 32) code has 4 redundant symbols

and can thus detect and correct 2 erroneous symbols in any memory transfer.

Each symbol is aligned with four TSVs (the minimal number of TSVs required

to supply it). Because of the internal DRAM organization (Section 2), this

implies that each symbol is provided by a single memory mat (as also observed

in [33]). Therefore, the (36, 32) 8-bit RS ECC is guaranteed to correct all

errors from a significant fraction of possible DRAM faults; namely all faults

that affect two or fewer DRAM mats (Figure 4.1).

Error coverage analysis. I quantitatively evaluate the expected er-

ror detection and correction coverage of both the SECDED and RS ECC codes

using the methodology presented by Kim et al. [80] with the fault model pre-

sented in Section 4.3.1.1. Table 4.1 shows the breakdown of potential-SDC

inducing faults and some faults that will always be detected. With the excep-

tion of 2-mat faults (1 mat + 1 mat in the table) and DQS faults, all fault

modes that can lead to an SDC require multiple independent faults within

the same chip—an event that prior work concluded does not occur in prac-

tice [133, 132].
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Fault mode
Capa (KiB) 2x SECDEC RS (36,32)
Perm/Tran Undetected error (%)

1-bit 0.1 / 0.1 0.0000 0.0000
1 TSV ABC / 0.1 0.0000 0.0000
1 mat 1024 / 1024 0.0000 0.0000

1-bit fault + 1-bit fault 0.1 / 0.1 0.0000 0.0000
1-bit fault + 1 TSV fault ABC / 0.1 0.0000 0.0000
1-bit fault + 1 mat fault 1024 / 1024 0.7932 0.0000

1 TSV fault + 1 TSV fault ABC / 0.1 0.0000 0.0000
1 TSV fault + 1 mat fault ABC / 1024 0.7932 0.0000
1 DQS fault + 1 TSV fault ABC / 0.1 12.846 0.0014

1 DQS fault ABC / 0.1 21.972 0.8925
1 DQS fault + 1 DQS fault ABC / 0.1 6.8368 0.0045
1 DQS fault + 1-bit fault ABC / 0.1 15.423 0.0035

1 DQS + 1 mat ABC / 1024 0.1201 0.00003
1 mat + 1 mat 1024 / 1024 0.0054 0.0000
3 1-bit faults 0.1 / 0.1 0.7932 0.0020

3 x1 TSV faults ABC / 0.1 0.0561 0.0002
1 rank fault ABC / ABC 0.0000 0.0000

Table 4.1: (36, 32) 8-bit symbol RS code (AMD chipkill) and x2 SECDED
code detection coverage represented as a probability of undetected errors [80].
(ABC: All Banks in a Channel)
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Figure 4.3: Error detection probability from a single DQS fault

DQS faults are of greater concern for both RS and SECDED codes. A

single memory access to the memory region affected by a DQS fault may result

in SDC with probability of 0.22 and 0.01 when using the SECDED and the RS

ECC code, respectively. While the SECDED code has higher per-access SDC

probability than RS ECC code, more accesses to the faulty memory region

quickly increase the probability to detect errors; for example, only 3 memory

accesses to the faulty memory region increases the error detection probability

from 0.78 to 0.99, which is the similar detection probability of RS code with

a single access. Figure 4.3 compares the probability of detecting errors caused

by a DQS fault, and the detection probability of both codes becomes close to

each other only after 4 accesses.

DQS faults affect a strobe signal on the bus and therefore cause er-

rors in multiple DQ signals associated with that strobe. A permanent DQS

fault affects all the memory banks in a channel, therefore, the errors from this
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fault mode will quickly be detected before a kernel completes. In the current

GPU context, the data in GPU memory is not exposed to other processors

until kernel completion. As a result, any SDC that occurs within a single

kernel computation will not corrupt an application. This is because the de-

tected errors will restore the faulty GPU and thus the corrupted data is never

transferred out of the GPU memories.

While permanent DQS faults will quickly be detected, transient DQS

faults pose a risk. Such transient faults may occur as a result of electrical and

crosstalk noise, which they are typically designed to resist. Still, there is some

finite rate at which such faults occur. Our interpretation of field-study data is

that the single-word fault mode that affects multiple DQs is likely the result of

a DQS fault. The reported rate for these faults is 0.1 FIT/device for transient

faults. Thus the SDC FIT can be estimated as 0.02 FIT/device and 0.001

FIT/device with SECDED code and RS code respectively (RS code 24 times

greater coverage than SECDED code). These FIT rates are translated to a

single SDC occurrence in 13 years and 353 years of operation in a system that

consists of 12800 GPUs where each GPU has four 8-Hi HBM2 stack memories.

Faults that affect two entire mats have a high likelihood of being de-

tected by the end of the kernel execution, as they impact numerous codewords

(up to 1MiB of DRAM). Thus, while SECDED cannot guarantee their de-

tection for the first access after the fault occurs, these faults are unlikely to

corrupt application state in practice in a GPU-enabled system.

Besides strong error detection, the selected RS code also corrects up to 2
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mat faults. The uncorrectable error rate is reduced by 9× relative to SECDED

ECC code because most faults are confined to 2 mats as observed in the previ-

ous studies. (Figure 4.1) The remaining uncorrectable errors are recovered by

the lightweight checkpoint-and-restart and repair of a faulty memory explained

in the following sections.

4.2.2 Incremental Checkpoint and Restart

As the ECC code detects every GPU error with high-confidence, the

ECC-uncorrectable errors are handled by the high-level FreeDMr mecha-

nisms while mitigating the system downtime. In this section, I explain our

checkpoint-and-restart based low-cost memory fault tolerance mechanism that

utilizes CPU memory as redundant memory for the GPU. Our technique relies

on several characteristics observed in all GPU applications I evaluate, across a

large range of benchmarks: fairly short-running kernels, small memory write

volume per kernel, redundant data in CPU memory because of the accelerator

model, and low utilization of GPU-to-CPU direction links. I discuss these

observations and their implications below.

4.2.2.1 Application Characteristics

Kernel Length. The throughput-oriented GPU architecture is efficient and

effective when thread parallelism is massively large. Portions of node code that

have lower parallelism therefore executed on the CPU. Examples of such codes

include control-heavy system software and low-parallelism inter-kernel control.
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Because such control code is not uncommon, kernels tend to return control to

the CPU fairly frequently. Arguably more importantly, GPU memory capacity

is limited when compared to that of the CPU and in-package stacked memory

only accentuates the potential capacity disparity. Coupled with the GPU’s

high performance, many kernels run through their data partition quickly.

A third reason for short kernel execution times is the desire to over-

lap computation and communication, both communication between CPU and

GPU (host and device) and inter-node communication (typically with MPI).

Because GPU memory provides far higher bandwidth than the CPU or host-

to-device link and because the throughput-oriented massively-threaded archi-

tecture relies on this bandwidth for performance, all required for a kernel to

execute is preferably copied to the GPU before the kernel starts. To overlap

any transfer time between the CPU and GPU, a software pipeline is formed

using CUDA streams. This software pipeline breaks potentially long-running

kernels into multiple short-running kernels. Similarly, inter-node communica-

tion, such as with MPI, also informs the choice of short kernel duration.

Current GPUs cannot directly send or receive messages between nodes

in a system, so GPUs rely on the CPU to manage message passing between

nodes. Therefore, a GPU kernel should finish computation when it needs to

communicate with other nodes. Recent research attempts to mitigate this

inter-kernel communication constraint. One example of reducing the inter-

kernel communication overhead is the GPUDirect Sync mechanism introduced

by NVIDIA and Mellanox. GPUDirect Sync allows GPU directly to access a
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Figure 4.4: Single kernel execution time in various workloads [17, 14, 100, 153,
74]; when there are multiple kernels in each benchmark, I show the longest
kernel execution time. Kernel execution time is measured on an NVIDIA K20
GPU.

NIC [106]. However, according to NVIDIA programmer’s guide, CUDA MPI

API calls should still be made by CPU to ensure memory consistency [108].

Other GPU networking work [36, 21] is also constrained by memory consis-

tency. Current GPU best practice (using CUDA MPI) is therefore to overlap

kernel computation time and the message passing time with asynchronous MPI

calls and streams [71]. Future designs may relax some of the synchronization

constraints, but I expected the other considerations of kernel length described

above will still limit kernel duration.

To confirm and further study the impact of kernel-length considera-

tions, I measure the GPU kernel execution times of various applications from

the Rodinia benchmark suite [17], the Lonestar GPU benchmarks [14], and the

CoMD-CUDA [100], SNAP [153], and LULESH [74] co-design mini-/proxy-

applications (Figure 4.4); I perform all measurements on an NVIDIA K20

GPU [107]. There are two crucial takeaways from this experiment. First, the
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Figure 4.5: Unique data updated by a single kernel invocation.

vast majority of applications have very short kernels that all complete in under

25ms. Second, in the handful of applications with longer-running kernels, the

longest-running kernels still complete in under 10s. This is true even when

larger problem sizes lead to longer-running kernels. For example, the execu-

tion time of the Barnes-Hut N-body Simulation (BH) kernel from the Lonestar

GPU benchmark suite increases from 576ms to 7492ms when using its large

input set compared to the medium input.

Data Usage Characteristics. A single kernel updates only a relatively

small volume of data because a single traversal of the entire input typically

requires multiple kernel invocations (as explained in the previous subsection).

Figure 4.5 shows the volume of unique data updated updated by any single

kernel across various GPGPU applications; measurements are collected using

NVIDIA’s SASSI instrumentation tool [136] and both the absolute unique

volume and the fraction of total unique addresses updated by the application
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are shown. Among the workloads I studied, the volume of unique data that

a single kernel updates is small in either absolute or relative terms. The vast

majority of application kernels update just 10−100KiB per invocation. Those

kernels with larger volumes update a small fraction of their overall working

set per invocation. For example, a single invocation of a MUMmerGPU kernel

updates 72MiB of data, but this is less than 15% of the application’s total

updated data volume. Furthermore, this kernel’s computation time (450ms) is

longer than kernels in other workloads such that the necessary write bandwidth

is low. The conclusion of this analysis is that using CPU memory as redundant

memory for the GPU could be feasible as the write volume per kernel is likely

low. More on the implications later in the paper.

Redundant CPU Data. Device memory bandwidth within the GPU is

typically much higher than the bandwidth of the host-device (CPU-GPU)

interconnect. For example, an NVIDIA Pascal P100 GPU has 1TiB/s de-

vice memory bandwidth [109] while a single NVLink channel provides just

40GiB/s [110]. Therefore, it is typically better to allocate data in GPU mem-

ory unless an application has very poor locality, which I have not observed in

our experiments. Therefore, before a kernel accesses data the data is copied

from the host to the device.1 This copy is either done explicitly with API calls

or implicitly utilizing on-demand copy support in a unified CPU/GPU virtual

1In this work, I only consider a discrete GPU because its high performance is a better
fit with HPC requirements.
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memory (UVM) [91].

In case of explicit data movement, the host first allocates memory re-

gions in its own memory. Then, after copying data to device memory, thus host

memory stores possibly stale data. This stale data effectively becomes redun-

dant memory, or a free checkpoint. With FreeDMr, writes from the CPU to

this redundant GPU memory are redirected to a shadow virtual memory page,

which is created dynamically similarly to the common copy-on-write memory

management optimization. The shadow pages are then copied back to their

original location when a kernel completes. UVM provides the programmer

with the illusion of directly accessing data in the CPU from within a kernel.

However, the underlying GPU hardware still implicitly copies the data from

a pinned memory region within CPU memory on demand. Handling UVM is

thus similar to explicit transfers from the perspective of FreeDMr.

A significant challenge in maintaining the redundant memory is that

most kernels update data only in GPU memory without copying it back to

the host until after many kernels complete, thus maintaining GPU memory

locality. and our solution to this issue will be explained in the following section.

4.2.2.2 Light-Weight Kernel-Level Checkpoint-Restart

FreeDMr tracks modified data within device memory during each kernel

computation and reflects updates the redundant memory on the host side

incrementally when a kernel completes. FreeDMr uses a per-page dirty bit

within GPU memory. This has low overhead and is likely required to support
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UVM already, though UVM hardware has not been publicly discussed to the

best of our knowledge.2

As explained earlier, each kernel updates only a small volume of unique

data. Hence, the latency to reflect this updated data to the CPU at the

end of the kernel is low. Furthermore, this latency is effectively hidden by

because CUDA streams can often be used to overlap the computation of the

next kernel with this transfer and because ample GPU-to-CPU (device-to-host,

D2H) bandwidth is available during normal execution.

A GPU device is connected to its CPU host with high speed intercon-

nect such as PCI Express or NVLink and those interconnects have a separate

channel for each direction [48, 110, 104]. Host-to-device (H2D) traffic can be

high because data often originates on the CPU and is sent to the GPU for

processing. However, device-to-host (D2H) traffic is typically quite low be-

cause GPU applications maximize GPU locality and often update just send

reduction results and inter-kernel messages to the CPU. This asymmetric inter-

connect bandwidth usage is observed in every workload I studied and I present

the quantitative results in Section 4.4. One exception is when an application

copies a large amount of data from device memory before the application com-

pletes. However, at completion time, there is no need to maintain the FreeDMr

redundant memory image.

2When a dirty bit in each page table entry is not available, FreeDMr adds 1-bit per 4KiB
overhead assuming GPU manages pages in 4KiB granularity. In that, 16GiB GPU memory
requires 2MiB metadata storage (0.01%).
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Kernel-Level Checkpoint-Restart. Kernel-level GPU state is comprised

of device memory, driver state, and CUDA API call history. CUDA provides

API hooks that enable tracking this GPU state at runtime by the host. This

capability enables transparent kernel-level restart [138, 105, 148, 73]. The

runtime hooks record the order of all state transitions and events, memory

state is captured and preserved, and on restart the trace is replayed until state

is recovered and normal execution resumes. We propose to augment prior

kernel-level restart approaches with tracking modified pages in GPU memory

as previously described. With this additional feature, FreeDMr can keep the

redundant memory on the CPU side up to date with low overhead. Restart

proceeds mostly unmodified though to ensure complete state recovery, memory

allocations performed by the driver on behalf of kernels must also be tracked

and made consistent. While we are confident the mechanism will work, we are

not currently at a position to implement it as we do not have access to CUDA

drivers.

4.2.3 Faulty Memory Repair

While the light-weight kernel restart is sufficient to recover transient

memory faults, which are effectively repaired by rewriting a faulty memory

location, permanent faults require the use of a memory repair mechanism.

NVIDIA already offers one such mechanism and the CUDA driver retires

memory frames that are deemed unreliable [111]. NVIDIA’s current policy

is to retire any page that exhibited an error that is uncorrectable by ECC or
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a page that exhibited more than one location with a correctable error. This is

an aggressive retirement policy, especially when paired with SECDED ECC. I

propose to amend this policy to only retire pages that exhibit an uncorrectable

error when using the RS code. This significantly curbs the number of retired

pages, as I show in Section 4.4.

The main challenges with page retirement are that the memory capac-

ity is degraded and memory mapping cannot remain the same. The capacity

challenge may render some nodes unusable by some applications and the sec-

ond challenge potentially complicates the kernel restart mechanism. The use

of the stronger RS code alleviates the impact of these challenges to a degree.

Alternatively, I propose to adapt the FreeFault [77, 78] to GPUs and avoid

the need to retire pages. FreeFault relies on the fact that most memory faults

affect a fairly small number of memory locations and remaps such faulty loca-

tions to the processor’s last-level cache (LLC). After remapping, any memory

access to a faulty address is an LLC hit and faulty DRAM is never accessed

again. Because the GPU L2 cache is much smaller than a CPU LLC, 4MiB L2

caches shared between 3584 threads in the NVIDIA Pascal GPU (GP100) [37]

compared to 45MiB LLC shared between 36 threads in the Intel Xeon E7-8890

v3 processor [54], I limit memory repair only to permanent faults that may

lead to uncorrectable errors with the implemented ECC.

In short, all three techniques in FreeDMr closely work together: the

ECC code corrects the common GPU memory errors, any remaining un-

corrected errors are effectively detected and recovered by the lightweight
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checkpoint-and-restart mechanism, and the memory repair technique prevents

future errors from undetected faults. All in all, FreeDMr achieves strong and

efficient fault tolerance in GPU memory systems with low overhead.

4.3 Methodology

The major benefit from FreeDMr memory protection is to provide GPU

systems strong memory fault tolerance with low overhead without the compli-

cations of tolerating entire DRAM device failures. I evaluate both the relia-

bility improvements afforded by FreeDMr over current SECDED-based GPUs

and quantify the contribution of each FreeDMr component to expected fail-

ure rates. I also evaluate the impact FreeDMr has on performance. FreeDMr

may introduce performance overheads for reflecting data from the GPU to

the redundant memory stored on the CPU. In addition the FreeFault memory

repair technique may reduce performance by sacrificing a portion of the GPU

L2. I also combine both reliability and performance evaluation to estimate

the impact FreeDMr has on the overall expected performance efficiency of an

extreme-scale system.

4.3.1 Reliability

I use a Monte Carlo DRAM fault-injection simulator to inject faults into

DRAM. Each injected fault disables one or more DRAM cells, depending on

the type of fault simulated. As done in prior work [77, 80, 26, 89, 8], I simulate

multiple independent Poisson processes to model different fault types, based
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Fault mode Transient fault Permanent fault
Single bit 14.5 13.0
Single row 2.3 2.4
Single column 1.6 1.9
Single bank 1.6 2.2
Multiple banks 0.1 0.3
Single TSV 10 2

Table 4.2: Fault rate represented in FIT/device from DDR3-based system
failure studies, and I use same FIT to our stacked memory resilience study [134,
132].

on the types and rates observed in the field [133, 134, 132]. When faults that

affect a large number of cells occur and as faults accumulate over a 6-year

period, a growing fraction of the L2 cache of a GPU node may be needed for

FreeDMr repair and an increasing number of nodes experience some permanent

fault. I report the expected fraction of GPU nodes that experience at least one

permanent fault that can be repaired by FreeDMr under varying FreeDMr L2

cache usage limits. I assume 4 HBM2 stacks and a 16-way 4MiB L2 cache with

128B cache lines per GPU. Each HBM2 stack is comprised of 8 DRAM dies,

and supports 8 channels where each channel consists of 128 data I/O pins and

16 ECC I/O pins. I run 3.3 billion Monte Carlo trials for each experimental

scenario. A node is considered faulty if it experiences at least one permanent

fault in any of its DRAM dies. However, not all faulty nodes will manifest

a DUE because of the underlying ECC and repair mechanisms, as discussed

below.
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4.3.1.1 Fault Model

I develop a memory fault model that adapts prior DRAM fault mod-

els [78, 77, 133, 134, 80] to HBM2 memory. I modified the model to reflect

HBM2 parameters such as I/O width, the number of dies per stack, the number

of channels per stack, the number of banks per channel, and the DRAM page

size. Our fault model also follows the stacked memory fault analysis presented

in Section 4.1. The fault modes and rates I use as our basis are summarized in

Table 4.2 and closely resemble those reported for the Cielo system [134, 132].

4.3.1.2 System Level Resilience

System Configuration. Table 4.3 lists the six system configurations I use

for evaluation. I use publicly-available information to derive these configura-

tions and the associated error rates. The configurations are modeled after (and

extrapolated from) public information regarding Coral Summit [112], which is

our baseline system (the left-most system configuration). I derive additional

parameters and scaling characteristics based on existing systems, including the

Cray XK7 [20] and recent commercially-available GPUs. I scale this baseline

system by adding more nodes, GPUs, or cabinets in a system, or by increasing

number of FPUs in the GPUs. We set the baseline performance of each FPU

“core” at a peak performance of 4.5 GFLOPS.

I configure GPU main memory with HBM2 stacks [65] that each pro-

vides 256 GiB/s following NVIDIA’s Pascal (P100) GPUs [109]. CPU main

memory is modeled with DDR4-2400 [60], offering 19.2 GiB/s per DIMM.
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Parameters
Peak Double Precision FP Performance

147 PF 295 PF 442 PF 885 PF 1769 PF 3539 PF

CPU

Core 24-core, 4GHz 36-core, 4GHz
Memory configuration DDR4-2400 x4 ECC DIMM, 1.2GHz I/O

Number of DIMMs 16
Memory capacity (GiB) 512 1024 2048

Memory bandwidth (GiB/s) 153.6

GPU

Number of FP32 units 5,120 7,680 15,360
FP Performance (DP, TFLOPS) 11.52 17.28 34.56

Memory configuration 8-high HBM2 with ECC, 1 GHz I/O
Number of stacks 4 8 16

Memory capacity (GiB) 32 64 128
Memory bandwidth (GiB/s) 1024 2048 4096

Interconnect GPU to CPU/GPU 4 NVLink (40GiB/s for each)
bandwidth Intra blade interconnect PCIe Gen4 x16 (31.15GiB/s)

(GiB/s) Intra/inter cabinet interconnect Infiniband EDR x12 (36.36GiB/s)

Disk
SSD bandwidth (GiB/s) 12
PFS bandwidth (GiB/s) 1.4TB/s per system (without write buffer)

CPUs per node 1
GPUs per node 4 8
Nodes per blade 1 2

System Blades per cabinet 32
parameter Cabinet per system 100 200

Number of GPUs per system 12,800 25,600 51,200 102,400
Number of DIMMs per system 51,200 102,400 204,800
Number of stacks per system 51,200 102,400 204,800 409,600 819,200 1,638,400

GPU (SECDED) 9.22E+7 1.84E+8 2.82E+8 5.64E+8 1.13E+9 2.26E+9
GPU (RS) 8.76E+7 1.75E+8 2.64E+8 5.27E+8 1.05E+9 2.11E+9

GPU (SECDED, 100x MEM) 6.12E+8 1.22E+9 2.36E+9 4.72E+9 9.44E+9 1.89E+9
DUE FIT GPU (RS, 100x MEM) 1.50E+8 2.99E+8 5.12E+8 1.02E+9 2.05E+9 4.10E+9
per system Node 4.82E+6 9.64E+6 9.64E+6 1.47E+7 2.94E+7 3.87E+7

Blade 4.55E+6 4.55E+6 4.55E+6 4.55E+6 9.10E+6 9.10E+6
Cabinet 6.30E+6 6.30E+6 6.30E+6 6.30E+6 1.26E+7 1.26E+7
System 5.31E+6 5.31E+6 5.31E+6 5.31E+6 5.31E+6 5.31E+6

Table 4.3: Machine parameters and failure rate.
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While memory technology is likely to improve over time, I did not explore

next generation memory technology like DDR5 [116] or HBM3 [92] because

of lack of public information. I increase memory capacity as the number of

computing units in the CPUs and GPUs increases.

I assume that high-bandwidth non-volatile memory (NVM) is inte-

grated within each blade or cage. Integrated NVM may offer about an order

of magnitude less bandwidth than DRAM and provide about an order of mag-

nitude larger capacity. I expect that NVM will be used for preserving local

and/or remote data (buddy storage), assuming that unused DRAM may be

at a premium for many applications. I expect that intra- and inter-cabinet

interconnect will limit bandwidth to NVM. Lastly, I set the parallel file sys-

tem bandwidth of the smallest configuration to 0.11 GiB/s per GPU, based

on the bandwidth reported for the Titan supercomputer [147] while recogniz-

ing that next-generation high-performance computers will likely improve I/O

performance. For example, some of Cray’s machines are starting to adopt a

burst buffer to reduce write latency to disk (PFS) [114, 13].

While I believe our machine configurations are reasonable, different

machines will have different parameters. However, the evaluation results pre-

sented in the next section provide good insight to the effect of the various

resilience mechanisms. The projected memory capacities and bandwidths are

used solely for estimating the overheads of preservation and restoration.
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Simulation Methodology. I use a hierarchical recovery model to estimate

performance efficiency, which is the expected performance of a resilient appli-

cation expressed as the fraction of the performance of an idealized-application

that ignores resilience concerns and experiences no system failures. Our an-

alytical model is based on prior work [19] and accounts for optimal check-

point and restart intervals at multiple system levels using Scalable Checkpoint

Restart [101] (in-DRAM checkpointing, buddy-checkpointing across nodes,

and a global files system) as well as the kernel-level recovery of FreeDMr.

Our focus is memory protection, but for this holistic system-wide evaluation

also account for node, network, and power failures. I base on recent field stud-

ies of the Blue Waters system and Titan supercomputer [23, 144, 143], scaled

for a GPU-accelerated machine that is based on the description of the Summit

machine [112].

4.3.2 Performance Simulation

To evaluate the overhead of incremental checkpointing, I develop a

microbenchmark in which I can change the kernel execution time, the inter-

connect traffic, and the degree of concurrency. Tested microbenchmark is

configured to run 4 concurrent streams as recommended by NVIDIA [137].

Figure 4.6 shows the pseudo code of the microbenchmark, which I use to

measure the impact of FreeDMr traffic on the normal GPU computation. I

measure the performance with an NVIDIA K20 GPU connected to a CPU via

a PCI Express 2.0 ×16 interconnect, whose theoretical maximum bandwidth
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function bandwidth_check ( kernel_len, data_size, nStream ) {
   allocate_memory ( p_host, data_size );
   allocate_memory ( p_device, data_size );
   memCopy ( p_device, p_host, data_size, HostToDevice );

   stream[nStream] = createStream ( nStream );

   st_time = getTime ();
   for i=1:iter_cnt {
      for j=1:nStream {
        test_kernel <<<grid, block, stream[j]>>> ( data_size/nStream, j, kernel_len );
      }
      for j=1:nStream {
         memCopyAsync ( p_host, p_device, data_size/nStream, DeviceToHost );
      }
   }
   end_time = getTime ();      
   display ( end_time – st_time );
}

gpu_kernel_function test_kernel ( partial_data_size, idx, kernel_len ) {
   for i=1:kernel_len {
      do_compute ( p_device[partial_data_size * idx] );
   }
}

Figure 4.6: Pseudo code of the microbenchmark to measure traffic overhead
due to FreeDMr architecture.
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Number of SMs 15
Threads per SM 1536

Threads per warp 32
SIMD lane width 32

Shared memory per SM 48KiB
Schedulers per SM 2

Warps per scheduler 24
L1 cache (size/assoc/block size) 16KiB/4-way/128B
L2 cache (size/assoc/block size) 1536KiB/16-way/128B

Memory bandwith 192 GiB/s
Memory FR-FCFS, channel/bank interleaving,
controller bank XOR hashing [155]

Table 4.4: Simulated system parameters.

is 8GiB/s.

To understand the expected performance impact of using the L2 caches

for FreeDMr repair, I measure performance with GPGPUSim [32], a cycle-

based GPGPU simulator. Table 4.4 summarizes the system parameters for our

performance evaluation. In this evaluation, I reduce cache capacity by locking

a fixed number of ways (N-way) per L2 cache set as specified. The design of

GPGPUSim’s cache model prevents me from locking at finer granularity.

Performance. Performance is measured with a speedup (slowdown) metric,

which is represented by the execution time with reduced L2 capacity over the

execution time with original L2 capacity as FreeDMr uses L2 caches to repair

memory.
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Dwarves [7] Domain Benchmark
Graph Algorithm BFS

Graph Traverse Search B+ Tree
Bioinfomatics MUMmerGPU
Shortest Path SSSP

Unstructured Grid Pattern Recognition Backprop
Spectral Method Image/Video Compression DWT2D

Dense Data Mining Kmeans
Linear Algebra Linear Algebra LUD

Data Mining Stramcluster
Physics Simulation Hotspot
Medical Imaging Leukocyte

Structured Grid Biological Simulation Myocyte
Medical Imaging Particle Filter
Image Processing SRAD (v1)

Dynamic BioInformatics NW
Programming Grid Traversal Pathfinder

Table 4.5: Description of workloads from the Rodinia and Lonestar benchmark
suite [17, 14].
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Workloads. I use workloads selected from the Rodinia [17] and the Lones-

tar GPU [14] benchmark suite. While I study more workloads in the previous

sections, due to the difficulty of running some workloads (LULESH, CoMD,

and SNAP), on a simulator I choose a subset of benchmarks for performance

evaluation. I believe the selected workloads are sufficient to measure the im-

pact of the proposed mechanisms because they cover a wide variety of GPU

application domains. Note that the resilience evaluation is also independent

from workload selection. Table 4.5 summarizes the benchmarks I use. Most

workloads are run to completion but some applications with very long run

times are stopped after getting representative statistics that are stable over

time.

4.4 Evaluation Results

4.4.1 Kernel-Level Restart Overhead

To evaluate the performance impact due to FreeDMr traffic, I measure

the time to compute the tested kernel and send data from device to host. I

use the microbenchmark shown in Figure 4.6. Figure 4.7 presents the mea-

sured overhead, which is the normalized execution time over the one without

FreeDMr traffic. I vary the kernel execution time and the amount of data

copied from device to host. In this study, I assume that there is no normal

D2H data copy, so the x-axis represents only the amount of data for FreeDMr

checkpointing. Results show that the overhead is nearly zero until the latency

to copy data equals the kernel computation time. After that point, the over-
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Figure 4.7: Checkpointing overhead vs. D2H traffic and kernel length.
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head linearly increases as more data is sent via the D2H interconnect. The

slope of overhead graph decreases as kernel computation time increases. These

real-system measurements match our expectation and intuition. In this study,

I assume that each kernel is immediately followed by the next kernel, but there

could be more factors that lower the overhead of FreeDMr traffic even further.

For example, a host code using the output of a GPU kernel computation and

the message passing routines.

Equation (4.1) represents the latency overhead due to FreeDMr traffic,

where DD2H is the amount of data copied from device to host, DFreeDMr is

the checkpoint data size, BWINTC represents interconnect bandwidth, and

TKernel+α is the time between the end of the current kernel and the end of the

following kernel.

Toverhead = max(0,
(DD2H + DFreeDMr)

BWINTC × TKernel+α
− 1) (4.1)

The above result assumes that the D2H direction link is entirely free

for FreeDMr traffic. However, applications do return information from the

GPU device to its host CPU. I therefore study how much bandwidth is avail-

able when running GPU applications. In Figure 4.8a, orange bars represent

application bandwidth use of the D2H channel. Blue bars in the same fig-

ure represent the FreeDMr bandwidth requirements based on the analysis of

volume of unique data written by single kernels within each application. In

comparison, the set of blue bars on the left of the figure represent expected
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Figure 4.8: Bandwidth required to overlap checkpointing time with the fol-
lowing kernel computation time. Four leftmost bars represent the maximum
bandwidth of an interconnect. NW requires a higher bandwidth than the
fastest interconnect but only for a fraction of its execution time as shown in
(b).
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available bandwidth. All applications require far less bandwidth for their nor-

mal data transfer than is available on the channel in the D2H direction. Only

a single application studied, NW requires instantaneous aggregate bandwidth

that exceeds the capabilities of the D2H interconnect.

While NW appears to require even higher bandwidth than available

across the interconnect, a more careful analysis reveals a different story. Fig-

ure 4.8b shows that this high bandwidth demand happens only once during the

full execution and that the bandwidth required is well within the capabilities

of the D2H interconnect at nearly any given point int time. There might be

some extreme cases that a kernel demand high D2H bandwidth on many of its

invocations. In that case, I may increase checkpoint-and-restart granularity to

multiple kernels as an optimization but I leave this optimization to the future

work.

Other tested workloads of interest are MUMmerGPU, Hybrid Sort, and

SRAD v1. Every kernel in MUMmemGPU updates 72MiB of data yet requires

low bandwidth because of its long execution time (454ms). Hybrid Sort re-

quires high normal D2H traffic BW but updates just a moderate amount of

data per long-running kernel such that the overhead of FreeDMr is negligible.

SRAD v1 has high FreeDMr traffic because some kernels update 0.6MiB of

data in 61us, but SRAD v1 has very low normal D2H traffic so overall D2H

bandwidth is still lower than the interconnect bandwidth.
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Figure 4.9: Resilience enhancement (reduction of uncorrectable errors)

4.4.2 Resilience

Figure 4.9 presents the resilience improvement represented by the re-

duction of the uncorrectable errors. RS code reduces the uncorrectable error

rate by 88% than SECDED ECC. This is possible because the RS code corrects

errors from 2 faulty mats where over 80% of common fault types (single-bit/-

row/-column/-bank faults) are constrained within two mats of a single memory

die (Figure 4.1). This resilience enhancement also lowers the demands on our

checkpoint-and-restart and memory repair schemes; infrequent recovery, fewer

remapped data from faulty memory, and fewer retired faulty pages.

FreeDMr effectively recovers the system from about 40% of faults that

the RS code cannot correct without repair. These are ECC-uncorrectable

transient or intermittent errors. The remaining permanent uncorrectable er-

rors should be managed by repair mechanisms unless those GPU modules are

replaced. FreeFault repair requires at least 4 of 16 GPU L2 cache ways in at

least one L2 set to reduce the overall uncorrected error rate to just 5%. While
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Figure 4.10: Cumulative repair coverage vs. required GPU L2 cache capacity
for repairing only faults that are not correctable by (a) RS and (b) SECDED
ECC.
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Figure 4.11: Performance comparison as more L2 lines are used to repair
memory.

it may appear like a large reduction of L2 cache capacity, Figure 4.10a shows

that FreeFault repair still uses only a small amount of L2 capacity; less than

16KiB and performance is barely impacted (Figure 4.11). This biased alloca-

tion of the remapped data is because GPU L2 caches are partitioned and each

one is dedicated to a certain main memory channel. When a certain memory

has faults and needs repair, only the corresponding subset of L2 cache banks

are used to remap data. Further, the number of nodes have faulty memory

that cannot be corrected by ECC with FreeDMr is only 0.2% of the nodes

in the system after 6 years. SECDED with FreeDMr shows similar results

where FreeFault 1-way configuration becomes effective because of repairing

single row faults. Due to weak correction coverage of SECDED, the number

of nodes having ECC-uncorrected memory blocks is increased to 3.5% of all

the nodes in a system after 6 years.
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4.4.3 Performance

As FreeDMr repair uses L2 cache to repair memory, I measured the

performance of various GPGPU applications as reserving more L2 cachelines

to repair faulty memory. The simulation results are presented in Figure 4.11.

Interestingly, the performance of the tested applications are mostly insensitive

to the reduced L2 cache capacity. Among the tested workloads, the particle-

filter benchmark shows performance degradation as more L2 capacity is used

for repair memory. However, this change is largely because of very low IPC

number of this workload, so the actual performance difference is still negli-

gible. Streamclusters is another application that lowers the performance as

more L2 cacheline are used to repair memory. However, as I have shown in the

resilience evaluation results, when I use about 100KiB of L2 capacity to repair

memory, the performance degradation is small as less than 2%. Therefore, the

overall performance impact is very small with the FreeDMr scheme.

4.4.4 System Resilience

Figure 4.12 summarizes the system-wide results across a range of sys-

tem sizes while modeling a hypothetical application with a structure based to

the SNAP proxy application. Global non-hierarchical performance efficiency is

marked with gCPR and gSCR represents the hierarchical approach, which can

also be combined with FreeDMr. Two important observations are apparent.

First, kernel-level containment diminishes the potential differences between

using an RS or a SECDED ECC code because the granularity and cost of
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Figure 4.12: System level resilience represented by the maximum efficiency of
various checkpoint-and-restart schemes.
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recovery is not very high. However, experimenting with a 100× memory fault

rate while leaving other failure rates fixed, accentuates the differences, espe-

cially when using only gCPR. The second observation is that FreeDMr reduces

the overhead of resilience by 20−40% depending on system scale (an absolute

improvement of about 2% in effective performance in these experiments).

4.5 Previous Resilient GPU Architectures

Resilient GPGPU architectures have been researched broadly with two

objectives: tolerating logic failures and correcting memory failures.

To tolerate logic failures, several researchers proposed DMR- or TMR-

based fault tolerance mechanisms exploiting 1000s of concurrent threads in a

GPU [67, 1, 139]. Authors leverage the underutilized warps due to branch

divergence or insufficient parallelism in a kernel. Jeon et al. [67] proposed

DMR-based error detection only mechanism, and Abdel-Majeed et al. [1]. ex-

tended it to correct errors by increasing redundancy to TMR. Tan and Fu [139].

further leverage the GPU pipeline stall time due to long memory latency in

the Full-RISE mechanism. These works, however, cannot protect entire kernel

because of relying on the divergence in a kernel, and several thread level com-

paction techniques [121, 31] lower the probability of the underutilized warps.

Datapath can be duplicated to detect errors at the cost of increased logic

overhead [129].

A software-based DMR approach is also proposed; a GPU executes a

kernel two times, and then compares the output of two consecutive runs [24].
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Similar to the above hardware-based DMR approach, this scheme only detects

error at the cost of an increased execution time. Overall, these approaches

detect or correct logic errors, but cannot tolerate memory errors because each

replicated execution uses same data value assuming there is no error in data.

There have also been algorithm based fault tolerance (ABFT) ap-

proaches. Many ABFT based approaches are limited to a specific application

or algorithm, and require an effort of programmers or compiler to insert the

output validation routines. They are also often limited to detect errors, but

correcting errors rely on other mechanisms, for example checkpoint-and-restart

in [25, 150].

As more high-end GPUs use the stacked memories [109, 3], var-

ious resilient stacked memory researches are applicable to GPU memo-

ries [69, 68, 103]. To tolerate multi-bit failures, each proposed technique either

uses parity data that are constructed across multiple banks [103] or configures

multiple channels into a RAID5-like organization [68, 69], which increases the

complexity to correct errors and storage overhead.

Checkpoint and restart of a GPGPU application has been studied

in several literatures [149, 93, 105, 138]. Takizawa et al. [138] proposed a

checkpoint-and-restart mechanism for CUDA applications called CheCUDA,

which records the GPU status changes by hooking the CUDA API calls. As the

CheCUDA usage is only limited to some of basic CUDA features and it requires

recompilation of CUDA applications, the authors in [105] eliminate difficulty of

GPU checkpoint-and-restart by implementing checkpoint-and-restart scheme
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in the CUDA library. With the support of GPU checkpoint-and-restart, Xu

et al. [149] proposed a fault tolerance mechanism based on a compiler-driven

checkpoint-and-restart mechanism. In their scheme, the protected code region

should be defined by a programmer, and checkpointed data is determined by

the compiler. This approach also assumed a simple data allocation model that

all the data in a GPU memory is copied from a CPU memory prior to each

kernel launch, and does not checkpoint GPU memory. Maruyama et al. [93]

also proposed a kernel-level checkpoint-and-restart, however, their scheme still

relies on the same data allocation scheme with [149]. Relying on such a sim-

ple data allocation model, these checkpoint-and-restart based fault tolerance

mechanisms are hardly applicable to the current GPU applications. FreeDMr,

on the other hand, supports various types of GPU applications and does not

rely on programmers to manage the checkpoint scheme.

4.6 Summary

To conclude, I demonstrate that a holistic approach to memory pro-

tection for GPUs is desirable. It frees the memory system from strict con-

straints on error tolerance. It also enables the direct use of stacked memories

within current commercial designs without the complexity of prior approaches

to multi-tiered memory ECC schemes, which require each memory access to

utilize multiple memory channels.

I show that FreeDMr is an example of such a holistic multi-tier GPU

memory fault tolerance mechanism. FreeDMr provides strong GPU memory
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fault tolerance with low overhead and does not fundamentally interfere with

GPU architectural and design principles. I evaluate FreeDMr with ECC codes

that are readily implementable within a single channel of HBM2 and compare

SECDED and a RS code. I show that the risk of SDC in GPU memories is

negligible with the current SECDED code. This is because GPU computation

is encapsulated in kernels and the probability that a kernel cannot detect

an error until it completes quickly diminishes as more data is accessed. For

example, the SDC probability from a single permanent DQS fault reduces to

1E-10 after accessing only 15 different addresses for a fault that affects an entire

channel. The protection of the RS code is superior as it practically eliminates

all SDCs and is also able to reduce the observed effective memory fault rate

by 88% compared to SECDED. I also show that FreeDMr achieves low-cost

kernel re-execution by utilizing CPU memory as redundant memory. The

CPU copy is kept up to date at low cost because the GPU-to-CPU channel

is not currently heavily utilized. Re-execution overhead is low because the

execution time of an individual kernel is short and the volume of data each

kernel writes is small. Evaluation results show that as little as 16KiB of GPU

L2 cache capacity repairs 40% of nodes that have faulty memory that are not

correctable by both ECC and checkpoint-and-restart.

All in all, all three techniques in FreeDMr closely work together and

FreeDMr achieves strong and efficient fault tolerance in GPU memory systems

with low overhead.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

Memory reliability has been a growing concern in large scale systems

and mission-critical systems. There have been several innovations to improve

memory system resilience over the last few decades, but three important trends

highlight the need of continued innovation. First, the rates of permanent faults

are on par with those of transient faults. Second, most faults affect a small re-

gion in main memory. Lastly, emerging high bandwidth memories are popular

in high performance computing systems, but implementing SDDC-level ECC

in those memories is challenging. In this dissertation, I present and evaluate

three memory fault tolerance mechanisms that substantially improve mem-

ory system resilience without compromising performance, energy, and cost. I

demonstrate that each technique can be implemented with low overhead by

exploiting microarchitecural properties and the characteristics of the program-

ming models.

The key insights of the proposed techniques are: (1) exploiting typically

underutilized LLC as a remapping storage makes repairing memory transpar-

ent to normal memory access, (2) the performance impact of using LLC to

repair memory is negligible because most faults affect a small region in main
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memory, and (3) strong resilient GPU memory can be implemented with low

overhead by exploiting the inherently duplicated memory in the host, the un-

derutilized GPU-to-CPU interconnect bandwidth, and the GPU programming

model. My proposed memory fault tolerance mechanisms balance resilience,

performance, and cost. Therefore, my approaches enable further system scal-

ing toward exascale computing and beyond. Below is a summary of the key

contributions of my dissertation.

Hardware-only Transparent Memory Repair. I propose and evalu-

ate a hardware-only microarchitectural memory fault tolerance mechanism,

FreeFault. Faulty memory blocks are retired at a fine granularity without im-

pacting reliability and with minimal impact on cost, performance, and energy

efficiency. FreeFault uses the existing LLC and binds a small amount of retired

memory to locked lines in the LLC instead of adding static redundancy be-

cause per-socket fault rates are low and each fault mostly affect a small region

of memory. In this way, FreeFault achieves near-free repair of the vast major-

ity of faults. To enable truly hardware-only memory repair operation, I also

propose a hardware-only mechanism for deciding when and which memory to

retire.

Hardware-only Efficient Memory Repair. I propose RelaxFault that ex-

ploits knowledge about how common DRAM faults map to physical addresses

to significantly increase the range of faults that can be repaired. RelaxFault
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enhances the repair coverage by improving the efficiency of utilizing LLC as a

repair storage where the inefficiency comes from the mismatch between phys-

ical address and DRAM address. With RelaxFault, I introduce a new access

mode to the LLC that is used exclusively for repair. This mode uses a different

mapping of physical addresses to cache locations that utilizes the correlations

of fault locations to coalesce many failed bits into a small number of cachelines.

Low-cost Strong Resilient GPU Memory. Chapter 4 discusses resilience

issues in GPU memories in high performance computing systems. To imple-

ment a strong resilient GPU memory system with low overhead, I present

FreeDMr, which is a multi-tier GPU memory fault tolerance mechanism that

does not fundamentally interfere with GPU architectural and design principles.

FreeDMr has three main components: an ECC for detecting errors and toler-

ating a subset of memory faults, a low-overhead GPU-level recovery scheme

that re-executes kernels in which an uncorrectable memory error is detected,

and a mechanism that effectively repairs permanent faulty memory in most

cases to keep error rates low. All three techniques in FreeDMr closely work

together and FreeDMr achieves strong and efficient fault tolerance in GPU

memory systems with low overhead.
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